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 style  attach  space exploration  
 old-fashioned  attachments   examine  

 fashionable  bury  launch 
 pioneer      capture    leak       

 habit   store  anniversary  
 custom       recycling   currently 

 district  power station   gravity  
 establish      renewable energy  gymnastics  

 suspect   last for  side effects 
 spy  geothermal energy  weightless 

 invade  pressure  queue   
 invasion  molten    astronaut 

 secret agent   hydroelectric  wheel 
 come out=publish    solar power  spoke  
 publisher  wind turbine  mission 

 amnesia  nuclear energy   distance 
 excavate  waste   Space station 

 excavation   atom   orbit 
 trap  Split (spilt)  spin  
 mousetrap   pipe  treatment -cure   

 murder  pump  representative 
 murderer(killer)  non-renewable energy  well-educated 
 poison    run out (of)  look alike 
 poisonous   fossil fuel   secret 

 shy     coal  destination 
 ashamed of  oil  position  

 headquarters  gas  have the right to 
 identify  forms of energy  classics 

 identity               generate(produce)  publish  
 innocent   generation  publisher  

 prove his innocence  liquid  publication  
 crime fiction  solid  wealthy  

 commit crime   gas  alike 
 incredible   sat-nav system  attend  

  wounded  - injured  harness -make use of  castle 
 transmitter    electricity   coronation  

 guilty  bio-fuels  couple  
 bark           amount - quantity   pair 

  rings   below earth's surface  debate   
 roots  law     escapism 

  branches    lawyer  kidnap              
 leaves   diplomat  literature 
 turpentine     playwright  occasion  

rubber          inexpensive-cheap   fiction 
 sap    available  fictional 

 paint remover  victim   global warming 
 calculate  a graduate of  raise 

 cardboard  respect  collection 
 toothpaste    regarded as  compete 

 tube   competition      moral 
   absorb = take in   archaeologist  profession 

 dig -drill  routine        rescue /save 
 products        red tape   prisoner  

 chemicals  autobiography  biography 

Main Voc  Unit 1- 6  
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 phenomenon  identify  / extract       
 phenomena  human nature   incredible 
 sight  playwright  process 

 Site   blackmail  personality 
 go wrong  colleague  will 

 heavy rain   admit    cut down  
 go on with   admission   keep …… away  

 warn about  confess  remove 
 occur  recuperate  breathe 
 create   recuperation  breath 
 achieve    knock (on)  global warming  
 achievement  permanent  soil 

 amount      permanently  gloves 
 cancer    temporary  make up 

 cure / treatment for   in conflict  give out 
 diabetes  recognize  musical instrument 

 diabetic  respect  add  
 gain weight  respectable/ respected   rainforests 

 gradually      appearance  incredible 
 invisible      character  site 

 process     bestseller  sight 
 regularly  flood   commuter 

 release    object to  diameter  
 find out about  complain of   engineering 

 Specialise in      violent  investment 
 specialist  violence  invest 

theory  do experiments on  investor 
 theoretic  eclipse  massive 
 theoretically  solar eclipse  base  
 get together = meet                 lunar eclipse  carve 

 chemical energy   geyser  cliff 
 appreciate  volcano  illuminate 

 overcome/ get over   electric storm  monument 
 prove a theory of  soak up/absorb  be positioned 

 test the theory with  harmful to  raise 
 compare results with  landscape  rays 

 accuse of/ charge with  storm chaser  unthinkable 
 accusation  ultraviolet rays  regularly 
 accused     cause damage to  save  

 assistant  drought  connect … with 
 envious  lighting  carved into a cliff  
 fiancée  lightning  make plans  

 finances   northern  sculpture 
 financial      southern  combination 

 historical   erupt  enemies 
 imprisonment  eruption   attack 

 lecturer  tornado  attacker 
 treason  hurricane  tunneling 
 envious of  thunder  rescue 

 lonely                   flood  ancient  
 unfortunately  earthquake  deduce 

 bring up  tide   deduction 
 merits   overpopulation   ambition 

 demerits   generations  ambitious 

Main Voc  Unit 7- 12  
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 conscientious   argue for bleach 
 conscience  argument      funeral  

 applicant= candidate   degree  procession    
 module  encourage   landmark 
 CV=curriculum vitae  encouragement  fireworks       

 established               discourage from  celebrate      
well-organised   inspector  Celebration 

 sociable  personal  Celebrity 
 fluent in   role (rule)  distinct 

 fluently  positive  distinctive         
 fluency  effective  distinction 

 module  impress  drum       
 neighbourhood   impressive  drummer 

 skill  impression  common 
 trainee  licence  event   
 trainer  solo   evolve into   
qualified as   in  \ suit   evolution    

    suitable  Folk music    
 pharmacy  employ  mark        

\ reputation    motive  position    
 good reputable  Wounded     responsibility     

–– promote   make /earn 
money from  

 be in charge of  
= responsible for 

 (get)promotion   watch out   irresponsible 
 acquire (experience)  available  vary    

 apply for  availability  various- varied  
  apply in written  download  variety 

 throw away   enthusiastic about  harvest 
 pearl    enthusiasm  festival 

\ greed    enthusiast      inspire 
\ greedy  gadget  sculptures 
 persuade  paperback \\ refuse  

 persuasive  screen  banker 
 persuasion  obvious  banking      

x formal x informal  encyclopedia  bully 
 correspondent    mixture  excited 
\ go diving  press  excitement       
 diver  roller  influential 

 civil servant  Soak in    influence 
 worth  papyrus  get on well with 

 ancestors  recession  storyteller 
 scorpion    recycle (v)  adventurous 
 sting (stung / stung)    recycling  convention 

// force   recyclable  conventional        
 economic depression  recycled paper  lifestyle 

 martial arts  a charity  spontaneous   
 Seek to   be inspired +by  spontaneity  
 publicity   enrol on = join  spontaneously 
 ideal  enrolment  lifelong  

 idealist  reward  college   
 idealism  25 mature  colleagues 
– studious  worthwhile  challenge 

Main Voc  Unit 13- 18  
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rescue from      give up     – take off     
 prevent from    give out    take part in   

protect from   – make up      take care of   
stop from   made from   take in=soak up   

 discourage from   made of   take place+occur              
 different from   made in   take turns   

suffer from               made into a film   look like   
        extract from   mix with    look forward to   

benefit from    consist of    put on weight 
 =gain weight     graduate from   style of   

 different from   kind of   break down   
  Compare..to/ with  set off   cut down  

 on the way to  use up   cut into   
  increase by  waste of   specialise in  

decide on                    share…with   in common   
 specialist in get rid of   encourage to   

 at the age of  cruel to   fall off           
 at the height of   enroll on / for  carve into  

  representative for    harmful to   in charge of   
work for    believe in  – argue for  

 work as  change into    envious of   


 
work on   reason for = 

cause of 
 accuse of 

charge with=  
 well known for  take revenge on   object to   
 well known to  ashamed of    in trouble   
 well known as  shy about    in conflict   

 similar to   attach to              get on with   
 The same as  replace….with    communicate with   

 covered with\in     remove from apply for   
 think of / about   attach to   fluent in   
 use up =make use of   evolve into      reason for   

 careful with  qualify as   cure for  
 tolerant of   throw away    expert on - in  

 satisfied with    influence by    knock down  

 

keep up with   
 

look after  
= care for  
= take care of  

 find out   
 lead to   

 do repairs  based on  
 do space walks   responsible for                           based in  

 do experiments  good at   queue up 
 do as planned   good for    focus on       

 do a survey into  help………with   keen on  
 do research   complain of / about   interested in  

 make sure   Suitabl for   enthusiastic about 
  make a plan    Providewith                       Fan (fond) of   

 make a flight  .  Provide for   popular with  

Prepositions 
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prove…..innocence   was found dead  
reach for the star   a waste of time \money  
space walk   massive machine  
good luck with   engineering project  
spinning wheel   Works of engineering  
weightless sports    concrete base  
space tourism   five-metre width 5 
go wrong  –   respected teacher  
social work   respectable profession  
How on earth…?   essays reviews  
distance learning   human nature  
adventure novels   violent personality  
personal life   commit crimes  
do / commit a crime  weather forecast  
identical twins   weather experts  
below the surface of   ball lighting  
molten rocks   high waves  
splitting atoms   violent storms   

rubber Snakes   high temperature  
science fiction   serious droughts  
fixed routine   heavy rain  
give……a headache   beneath the sea  
lifelong learning   unusual weather  
gain experience   positive role  
the power of education   regarded as  
recycled paper   to……surprise  
valuable treasure   raise a barrier  
crime fiction   concrete structure  
deeply affected by   agricultural land  
running play   qualified staff  
a retired sailor   serious illness  
conventional life   In five years' time 5 
keep…..away from   like most people  
make…..out of   achieve…ambition  
global warming   sent to prison for life 
cardboard boxes   lonely childhood  
musical instruments   immediate successes  
paint remover   historical novels  
point downwards   arabic literature  
storm chasers   work for a charity  
long-distance flights   established company  
take pride in   time management  
distinctive styles   break the record  
generate electricity    miss the record  

magical feeling   make up (my) mind   

highly qualified staff    as far as I'm concerned    
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 principles  Sister-in-law   moat 
 camouflage  ambassador   resemble 

 misjudge  embassy   resemblance  
 affinity  servant   impersonate 

 cunning   soldier   loyalty 
 humorous  responsibilities   disloyalty 

 caring  annoyed  loyal \ faithful 
 reckless  Lock up  wicked 

 compassionate   is good at using  Cover mistakes 
 fate  paintings  Throne= crown 

 destiny  Social problems   coronation  
 responsibility   guards   risky 

 irresponsibility  stare   naive 
 manipulate  gate  cunning 

 aggressive – pretend to  mischievous 
 bold-daring   gun  adventurous  

 treacherous   sword  honour 
 greedy   cellar  struggle 

 unconscious   reaction    triumph 
 descendants  serious, and thinner  courage 

 responsibilities  The owner of the inn  chivalry 
 appearance  to test him  nobility 
 courabeous  he trusted them   morals 

 greed  Was kidnapped   values 
 value  Was poisoned  strengths 
 obstacle  Was killed  weaknesses 

 indebted  Permit= permission  features 
 consider  offer  cruelty 

 forgive  report   bloody 
 hide x  alive x dead   coward 
 call out  anxious  sacrifice 

 Change route  Cry out =shout  jealousy 
 trust   ball  trust 

 appreciate  Forest=woods  obedience  
 signature  loyal to   mislead 

 passage  royal  fairness 
 trap  spades  helpful 

 sign  fork  helpless 
 kidnap  allow  favour 

 gap  Kind=type  victims 
 guilt  act  survivors 
 fight  Was shot  murderers 

 duties  bite  mansion 
 run a country  attack  hunting lodge 

 keep up the drawbridge  recieve  withdraw 
 authority  pipe  trick= decieve  

 rude  stab  stalemate 
 betray   X   Punish X reward  dilemma 

 relative   Sick=ill=patient  trap 
 miracle X Enter X get out   popularity 

 support  Social class  support 
 iron table  alone  drawbridge 

 defend  ladder  fainted  
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 disputes  natural resources   achieve 
 consumption  make best use of   achievement 

 poverty   shortage  culture  
 security  In all fields   agriculture  

 conflict  hard currency   industry 
 dispute  devote  trade  
 construction  efforts   economy 

 housing   prevent  tourism 
 Pros and cons  Youth   progress  

 advantages   overcome   invest 
 disadvantages     hinder  investor  

 conference   issue  investment 
 traditions   increase   prosperity  

 religion   decrease-reduce   welfare 
 Morals   backbone  flourishing 

 nations   Citizens   national income  
 outstanding   Unite  Peace  

 resources   terrorism  rationalize  
 inland   safety   a source of  

 Traffic jam   loyalty   reform 
 useful   tolerance  improve - develop  
 efforts  rights   solve  

 The state   society  Suitable for 
 contribute for  education   attract  

 means  Ignorance  environment 
 wars   civilization  planet 

 self sufficiency   charming   pollution  
 self-reliance   involve   birth control  

 illiteracy    project  crisis  
 monuments   media  stimulate  

 treaty   The Suez Canal   awareness  
 characteristics    transfer   unemployment  
 Citizens   global   protected from  

 President   services   seek to  
 minister  _ Set up  vital role  

 current events  lifelong learning  over population  
 face  patience  encourage  

 solution   solidarity  co-operate  
 faithful   production  co-operation 

 devote   independence  corruption 
 sacrifice   justice  eliminate  

 needs  injustice  get rid of 
 budget   skill  stability 
 freedom  good  Social  

 tolerance  evil  share 
 export  inspire   prove 
 import  adore  globalization  
 dignity  famine  manufacture  

 discipline  become   mass media 
 hope  valuable  – support  

 hatred  distance learning  generation  
 stability   prevail   will 

 stock  realize  zeal 
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 renaissance  standard of living  youth 
 harassment  rationalizing    do his best for 
 cloning  the use of energy  guidance  
 equilty  great loss  awareness  

 terrorism  strengthen  Citizens  
 Optimism  spread  Self dependence 
 pessimism  properly  aim to 

 nearly  qualities  behaviour  
 reinforce  enable   bring up 
 run  adventure   Book Fair 

 slums  childhood   Unite 
 Pros and cons  eradicate  enemy 

 Make fun of  ministry   the Middle East 
 addiction – wiped out  the corner stone 

 backbone  responsibility  Suffer from 
 tax  overcome  dignity    
 manufacture enrich   exploit 

 disaster  immigrate  fund 
 aware  alternatives  grant 
 glory  expansion   blessings 

 reform  outstanding   starvations 
 fatal  faithful  elections 

 procedures  in dire need   destruction 
 civilian  right  democracy 
 prevail  disasters   conditions  
 enrich  issues  struggle 

 rights  gravity   press 
 alternatives  fertile  civilizations  

 moral  conflict   globalization 
press  face  citizenship  

 civilizations – methods  effective  
 citizenship  give due care to   facilities  

 advanced   reject   threat  
gap  Join hands  unity  

                 effective   recycle  hardships  
 eliminate  remarkable  require 

factors  burden  Poverty 
 shortage  slogan  Society  

 nations  Climatic change  rate 
 Vast  means  advanced 

 undoubtedly  Shortage/lack  urgent  
 deepen  belonging  treat 

 understanding  deterioration  relationship 
 trust  harmful  production 

 needs  restore  devote 
 rely on – ensure  expenses  

 restore  contribute   transport  
 irrigation  heritage – support 

 method  respect  growth  
 efficiently – provide  Cope with 

 burying  potentials  spirit 
 manpower  essential  exchange 

 avoid  provide  urgent 
 exert  farmland  relationship 
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Unit one ( future forms ) 
 ا   

  
   

  
{Think, believe, suppose, hope, expect, 

sure, promise, predict, probably, }                                               
Will+ inf.  

  
  و  

 

  
{plan, decide, decision, intend, intention, 

make up mind, watch out, be careful}                                               

(is-am-are) 
going to +inf. 


 

 

  
 (arrange, arrangement ,  prepare,

) ,all is okay bought,book, preparations,  

am, is ,are 
+inf. +ing  


   

  
…)-takes off-lands-arrives-leaves-tsrSta( V     v+s 

 
 )think, believe, suppose, hope, expect, promise, predictwill  
 )thought, believed, supposed, hoped, expected, promised, predicted

would  
 to  

I (promise) promised to help you. I promised I would help you.  I promise I will help you. 
I (expect) expected you to win the race. I expected I would win the race. I expect you will win the race 

 
Unit two (   countable & Uncountable) 

Jana has a lot of money.      a lot of 





 







Jana has some money.     
 some Would you like some 

money? 

 

Jana doesn’t have any 
money.  

 

 any 
Does Jana have any 
money?   

 

  

 How many 
 many 

 Few 
 a few   


countable 

nouns 
 How much 

 much 
 little  
 a little    




uncountable 
nouns 

that)-v+)(this -does–has  –was -is   
milk – water –bread – time-money-news-maths- information-baggage-luggage-jewelly-equipment  

–  
-Bread is useful to our bodies but don’t eat much bread.             – I don’t have much time. 

ics genetics – classics - athletics - politics– economics - 
statistics - physics - gymnastics – mathematics 
subject long ago.a required  wasClassics -                a hard subject.  isPhysics  

 
-Two billion pounds is much money.     -Twenty kilometres is a long distance     - Six months is half a year.. 

 
(someone / no one / nobody / anyone / everyone / everybody  /somebody )(every-each) 

Somebody has cleaned the house.They have watered the flowers. 
coffee   

s 
 Police - people –phenomena - youth -cattle - women – men      (are-were – have- inf.……) 

People are funny sometimes.   – Phenomena are a natural occurance.  – police have arrested the theif 

 After 
as soon as

Since 
Because 

When 

Before  
By the time 

When 
By then 



 )(will+ inf

  )(v) (v+s he–she-it 

 (have, has + p.p ) 
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Units  3 ,4 ,5 , 11 (   Tenses & passive) 

 Present perfect   Present perfect continuous   
 
Usage 




 


 

 

 
Key words 

ever    for……..now  
never   all……….  
just    Since  

already    for  
Since    
for  
yet  
lately  
recently   
So far- up till now  

form in 
active 

 
 
 

 

Examples 
 Toka has made an accident. 
 They haven’t studied English. 

 
 
 
 

Examples 
 I have been playing tennis all day. 

form in 
passive 

 
  
 )been( v. beha - have 
 by 

Examples 
 An accident has been made. 
 English haven’t been studied. 

 
  
 )beenhas – have(  
 by 

Examples 
  Tennis has been played all day. 
 

 Present simple   Present continuous   
 
Usage 


 


 

 
Key words 

always    now  
sometimes    look  
usually    listen  

often    watch  
never   at the present  
seldom   at the moment  
every…….   still  

form in 
active 

 
 
 

 
 
Examples 
 The mechanic fixes the engine. 
 Jana usually eats fruit. 

 
 
 
 
 
Examples 
 I am playing tennis. 
 Toka is watching TV now. 

form in 
passive 


 )am-is – are(v. be

 
Examples 
The engine is fixed by mechanic. 
 Fruit is eaten by Jana. 

 
 being    )am-is – are(

  
 Examples 
 Tennis is being played by me. 
 TV is being watched by Toka. 

v+ inf. I /You/We/They 

V+s   /He / She / It  

I 

He / She /It 

I /You/We/They

am +v+ing 

is +v+ing  

are +v+ing 

have +P.P I /You/We/They

has + P.P   /He / She / It 
have / has+ been + v + ing 
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Notes 
ever  

  - Has Jana ever travelled abroad?  
  -Jana hasn’t ever finished her homework.  

no-No student has ever answered this question.                                                             
-The most exciting novel he has ever read was Oliver Twist                                      

yet – latelyrecently 
have-has been to)((have-has gone to) 
 for 
 since 

 Past simple   Past continuous   
 
Usage 


 


 

 
Key words 

Last…….   While   
 one day   as 

once    Just as  
Yesterday   when  
ago   ..yesterday  
in the past    

 , in+   

form in 
active 

 (d– (ed– ied 
)    

watch      watched    go       went    
 write         wrote    see      saw    
Examples 
 I played tennis yesterday. 

 
 
 
 
Examples 
 Jana was eating pasta. 

form in 
passive 

 
  
  )was- were(v. be 
 by 

Examples 
 Tennis was played by me. 

 
  
  being  )was- were(  
 by 

Examples 
 Pasta was being eaten by Jana. 

The past perfect tense  
 

 -After Jana had studied English, she slept.  
 
usage 

subj +had + P.P. Ahmed had travelled to America before.   
 

 )beenhad(by 


 

had + PP 
past simple,           past perfect 

past simple ,   + V + ing 
past simple    ,             Having+ P.P 

-After Jana had studied English, she slept.   
-After studying English, Jana slept.  
- having studied English, Jana slept.  

 +                          +   
                                                                           + v+ing  or noun 

- Jana didn’t sleep until she had studied English   
- Jana didn’t sleep until studying English   


 
Key 

words 

was +v+ing  

were +v+ing

He / She /It/ I 

I /You/We/They

While / As / Just 

After  

As soon as 

until 

till  
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                Subj.  + had +                   + p.p.….….Than+  . 
     Subj.  + had +                    +p.p. …..when + ( . 

                 Subj.  + had +                    + p.p. .…when +  . 
had 

- Jana had no sooner studied English, than she slept.  
- No sooner had Jana studied English, than she slept.  

 
تامpast perfect  ,                        past simple  

past perfect    ,               + V + ing 
Before Toka came, she had prepared all things.    

The past perfect continuous tense   
 

Before Toka went out , she had been cooking the food for two hours. -  
 
usage 

subj +had been +V+ ing... Ahmed had been travelling to America all year.   
 

 )beenhad(by 


 
 

 as soon as, after , before , by the time, until, when………………   
- He had been cleaning the room for two hours when I arrived home. 

all…… / from….to…/for/  since.  
 - Jana had been playing games from seven to nine. 

 
past simple  , past perfect 

past simple,             past perfect continuous 
past simple  , past simple   

-There were floods because it had been raining for three day  
 

 
- We were good friends. We had known each other for 10 years. 

 
- When I met Ahmed, he had finished typing 3 reports.   


 
Key 

words 

  

  

  

 am-is - are 
 Was-were 

 
(am-is – are- Was-were) 

being 

 
(have-has – had)  

been 

to be 
 

 

 

 

passive 

   +  V. to be +     +  by  +   

 
is + P.P It…….…that was + P.P 

to( is + P.P )(was + P. ) 
……..to…… to 

( to be + P.P )(  to have been + P.P ) 

no sooner
 hardly 

scarcely  

before  

by the time  

because  

As 
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Units 6  & 9  (   conditionals if )   

 
 

Present simple Present simple 
(v : v+s)  

   
- If you heat ice, it melts .  -If water freezes, it turns into ice. -If I read for too long, I get a headache.    
 Present simple Will+ inf 

(v : v+s) can /may/should+ inf  

  
-If Toka hurries, she will catch the train. 

               If )  (should……+ inf)    
                            - Should Toka hurry, she'll catch the train   if  

 Past simple would+ inf 
(v+ed ) could /might + inf  

  
- If Toka had a million dollars, she would buy a big house. 
  if  

 
 

- If I were you, I’d help poor people.  = were I you, I’d help poor people.                      
 
 

- If I had much money, I’d buy a car.    = Had I much money, I’d buy a car. 
 

 
- If Toka studied hard, she’d succeed. = Should Toka study hard, she’d succeed.   

  
- If Toka studied hard, she’d succeed.= were Toka to study hard, she’d succeed.   
 past perfect  Would have+ P.P 

(had+P.P) could /might have+P.P 
  

- If Toka had left earlier, she wouldn't have missed the train. 
(Had……+ P. P)If )  

- Had Toka left earlier, she wouldn't have missed the train.   if  

If   
 

- Unless Toka had left earlier, she would have missed the train. 
 

   

Toka will catch the train in case she hurries.   
 
 

- You will succeed in case of / with / by studying hard. 
 

 
Without / But for Toka hurries, she won't catch the train.( she will miss the train.) 
 

  

were ) ) (if 

had ) ) (if 

were)should+ inf.) (if 

were)were+ subject+ to + inf.) (if 

Unless = If ………….not…. ( ) –  

If = only if =  in case =  providing(that)  = provided(that) = as long as

If = In case of = With  =  By +  noun/ v. ing 

Unless = Without / But for / If it weren’t for +  noun/ v. ing –  
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Units 7  (Making deductions) 
Key words Present Deduction   Past Deduction   
- I'm sure  
- I'm certain 
- I think 
- Certainly 
- definitely 
 

must + inf.       must have + p.p.   
-It is made of gold; it must cost much money 
 

- The floor was full of water; Toka must 
have forgotten closing the tap.  

Can't + inf.        can't have + p.p.   
-It is made of plastic; it Can't cost a lot of 
money. 

-The floor was full of water; jana can't 
have closed the tap. 

-I'm not sure  
- perhaps 
- It is probable 
-it is possible 

might (may- could) + inf.  
   

might (may- could)  have + p.p. 
  

- I think. Ahmed might be famous in the future. - I didn’t see Toka. She might have been 
absent. 

Units 8  & 16  ( Reported) 
 

      
Said  
 

  

said / answered 
/reported  said  wondered / inquired   

wanted to know  

Said to
 

  

told   told / warned  / asked 
advised  / ordered asked    

 
 
 

 

That )(   
to + inf 

 
not to+inf.   

 
if / whether +

 Wh. 
 +

-   
1 - Toka says she doesn’t believe that story.                         

2 - Jana said that if water freezes, it changes into ice                  . 
-3 

( now / just now / a moment ago / a minute ago / a short time ago / recently) 
 - Mr Ahmed said just now he has already done his work. 

 
    

then was, were + inf. + ing 
the day before / the last day the previous day had + p.p 

 that night    / that day 
the day after/ the next day /the following day  would +inf.          was/ were +inf. + ing 

 
Jana told Toka that ………..bought a new dress.-  

a. has she  b. she has  c. had she d. she had 
     

-Toka asked Jana when had she slept.  (x)                                                    she had  () 
-Mr Ahmed told Jana that he has written a new book since 2015.  (x)                had  () 
-Toka told his father when he had come the last day.  (x) told                              asked  ()
-Jana told that she would visit Beni Suef the following week. ( x) told       said ()
-Toka asked Jana weather she had slept.  (x) weather                                                whether / if  
-Ahmed asked his father where they had met the following day.  (x) had met     would meet  

 
Can you tell me where the club is?         Do you know where Toka went? 
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Unit 10  (Making deductions) 

Units 12 &17   (verbs ( to +inf. Or inf. +ing)) 
to + 

inf

 
to+ inf. 

v + ing   to + inf  
or v + ing 

want to  advise  admit    ing 
decide to  allow  appreciate   to + inf 
arrange to   ask  avoid  remember+ ing 
wish to  invite   practise   
hope to  tell  mind     remember+to+ inf. 
agree to   force  deny   
expect to  want  enjoy  forget + ing 
plan to   encourage  fancy   
promise to   expect   finish   forget +to+ inf. 
manage to  promise  spend    
Think to  help  suggest   regret + ing 
refuse to  teach   imagine    
demand to   choose  Postpone   regret +to+ inf. 
learn to   challenge   give up    
threaten to   order  prevent   Stop + ing 
prepare to   permit    go on    
offer to  persuade  miss  Stop +to+ inf. 
fail to  hire  complete    
pretend to  command   Object to   try + ing 
intend to   require   lead to    
   beg   is used to      

            
  try +to+ inf. 

     can’t stand   
Units 15   (Future simple & Future perfect) 

 Future simple  Future perfect
Key 

words 
tomorrow 
in the future 
next………….. 
 

by              =(Before) 
(by + 2025 سنة قادمة ) (by + tomorrow) (by + next…..)   
In      =(This time next year) 
 ( in a year's time) (in a month's time)  

active Will+inf. will have + P.P 
passive will be + P.P will have been + P.P 

ex
am

pl
es

  In the future, every new book will 
be published as an e-book. 
 I think most best-sellers will be read 
as e-books. 
 I'm sure some kinds of books won't 
be replaced. 

By 2050, petrol cars will have been replaced by electric 
cars. 
By 2100, hundreds of forests will have been saved. 
 In five years,a lot of books will have been written by Al 
Daifi.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

        

 
 

I wish I slept now. 
I wish I were a singer.   were   

  


had+P.P 


 

 I wish I had met Jana last week. 
 I wish I hadn’t wasted my time during holidays. 
Heba wishes she had studied hard last year. 

  


could+inf I , 
wewould+ inf 

 -you–it  -she –he 
they -we 

I wish I could sing. 
Mr. Al Daifi wishes he would be the most famous English 
teacher next year. 
Toka wishes she would play paino. 





 

I wish 

If only 

am / is / are  

have / has   
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Units 13   (Relative Clauses عبارات ) 

  

Who= That      
My uncle Ali, who is a businessman, lives in Beni Suef.  

Who= That     
The person who she’s visiting is the manager of Fruco.  

Whom= 
That 

   
The man whom you saw in the party with me is my uncle. 

 


 

Which= That    
This is our new car which my father bought. 
This is the house which I bought.

Which= That   
The food which you cook tastes delicious.      

 


 
Where 

= (in-at )Which 
  

This is the room Where (in which) I sleep.     
This is the house Where (in which) I was born. 

 Whose   
A queen is someone whose husband is the king of a country. 
Our horse, whose leg was broken, began to get better. 

 When   
Friday is the day when we get up late. 

 
  That 

  
 

(that( ,) 
-Tanta, that is Egypt’s fifth largest city, has many mosques.  (X) 
-Tanta, which is Egypt’s fifth largest city, has many mosques.  (√) 

(that) 
 

All – any - one – some – every – only – many – much – few  
- I lent her all the money that she needed. 
 -Ahmed was the only friend that helped me. 

(which) 
- The fox is the cleverest animal that I have ever seen. 

 
-I told my friend about the leaders and the places that I admired. 

Omission of relative pronouns  
1–(who – which – whom) 

- This is the woman who I helped. = This is the woman I helped. 
2–who -which) :  

(be) (v.ing ) 
- The girl who is eating ice cream comes first.  = The girl eating ice cream comes first.       

 ( verb to be )  
-The man who is called Omer helps the poor. = The man called Omer helps the poor. 

Units 18   (" Modal Verbs الناقصة األفعال  ") 
past present Modal Verbs 

could  
= managed to+inf.  
 = succeeded in + v+ing 
= (was/were) able to + inf.  
= (was/were)capable of + v+ ing   

Can+inf.  
= manage to+inf.  
 = succeed in + v+ing 
= (am/is/are) able to + inf.  
= (am/is/are)capable of + v+ ing  

 

had to +inf. must +inf.  
had to +inf. have (has)to=need to   

 mustn’t  + inf.  

- Should have + P.P 
 

should +inf. 
 =ought to +inf.   = had better +inf. 
 =If I were you, I would +inf. 
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Units 14   (Connectives الروابط) 
 
 
 

   n. /    v +ing       

C
on

ju
nc

tio
ns

 besides that 
in addition 
Examples 
-Besides that Jana cooked, she did the washing up. 
- In addition we went to the market, we went to the zoo. 

besides / in addition to 
as well as 
Examples 
-Besides cooking, Toka did the washing up. 
-In addition to going to the market, we went to the zoo. 

 

  
  (as well as – besides-in addition to)

 
Jana besides her friends is clever.     Her friends besides Jana are clever. 

(not only but also  /  or / either...or  /neither...nor) 
 -Either the library or bookstores are open. Either the bookstores or the library is open. 

 
 

   n. /    v +ing       

C
on

ju
nc

tio
ns

 because    /    as 
Since       /   as long as 
Examples 
-I didn’t ask her to help me because / as she 
was busy. 

because      /      of owing to 
due to        /       thanks to 
Examples 
-We lost the match due to playing badly. 

 -We didn’t play the match owing to bad weather. 
-He went to the doctor’s because of his illness.      

 
 

   n. /    v +ing       

C
on

ju
nc

tio
ns

 So /thus /Hence /therefore 
For this reason/that’s why   

Examples 
It was raining, so we didn't go out.  
He didn't arrive early; as a result he missed the 
bus. 

 The cause of…………….be that…….. 
 The reason for………….be that……..  
Examples 
- The reason for his considerable progress is that he has 
been studying hard for a long time. 
- The cause of not going out was that it was raining. 

 
 

   n. /    v +ing       

C
on

ju
nc

tio
ns

 

Although=though=even if= even 
though=whereas     
 but=yet=however   
However  \  

 as  + \    
Whatever   
Examples 
Although he is rich, he isn’t happy.  
He is rich, but he isn’t happy.  
He is rich, however he isn’t happy.  
However rich he is, he isn’t happy.  
Rich as he is, he isn’t happy.  

In spite of 
despite 
Contrary to 
unlike 
instead of 
In contrast to 
Examples 
Despite being rich, he isn’t happy.  
Despite his richness, he isn’t happy.  
In spite of being rich, he isn’t happy.  
In spite of his richness, he isn’t happy.  
 

 
 

   n. /    v +ing       

 

To - so as to - in order to 
Examples 
Toka goes to school to learn.  

in the hope of 
Examples 
Toka goes to school in the hope of learn.  

1Linking Words showing addition 

–  2Linking Words showing reason 

– 

––  4Linking Words showing result 

–  4Linking Words showing Purpose 

–  3Linking Words showing result 
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1 paragraph 
2 

 
3  
4  
5 indentation 
6 capital letterfull stop 
7  
8 100 
9 full stop 

10  
11 

 
.1 

  
   

 
   We all agree that …….. is one of the most important things in our life and has it is vital role nowadays.                        

  
 
        With the help of ……..…we can realize progress and development and as a result of this, The 
government must exploit all our natural resources and does its best to encourage………..  to raise the 
standard living of citizens and  an important step to improve and develop the society. 




 

  We should put into consideration that ……… has (have) become one of the most important 
things in everyone's life.     

  
 

     In my opinion,……….. is really important and necessary nowadays. It may have good and positive 
effects on all of us. I think so because ……… may bring all the good to our society. 


 

       

        It is one of the most serious problems which threatens our life at present .It's out of discussion that 
the problem of ………...doesn't bring happiness and development to our society  

 
        

 We must exploit all our natural resources and do our best to find suitable answers to … ….In my 
opinion this problem hinder progress and development.  

  
 
On one hand I think that one should unite , co-operate and stand  shoulder to shoulder against ……….. . On the 
other hand the government must try to overcome this serious problem by finding the best solutions. 


 

 

In my point of view, ……………..…is really serious and harmful nowadays. It may have bad and 
negative effects on all of us. I think so because ............ may bring all the evil to our society. 

………
 

2 

3 

4 

2 

4 

3 

(  

(  
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       In addition to this we should do our best to avoid the bad effects of………………  by all 
possible means and this will allow us to have a lot of benefits . 

…….. . 
         To overcome the bad effects of  this  dangerous problem we should work together society 
and government to find the best solutions that help us to get rid of the damage caused by 
……………… and to work for the welfare and development of our country. 


…………. 

 

   
  

 
- In addition to what I have written about …………before, I can add that…….. 

  

 

3The end  
 

    

 
 الخاتمة ایجابي

                From what we have mentioned above we can say that due attention must be 
paid to this matter and never be neglected as it is very important. 

 
 الخاتمة سلبي

               From what we have mentioned above we can say that due attention must be 
paid to this matter and never be neglected as it is very serious. 

 
         I can end my speech by saying that we, the citizens should do our best to put an 
end to this danger which threatens our life and society. 


 
 

 
 

         To begin with, I would like to say that we, Egyptians, always react  well to what is 
good and react badly to what is bad .Thus , we all agree that ………….is a mixed 
blessing It is a double edged weapons it has a mixture of positive and negative sides 
because it has some advantages  and some disadvantages. 
  


 

First for all, I would like to start with its advantages. it………   
On the other hand, it will have some disadvantages if it is used in a wrong way for 
example……………….   
Therefore, it is advisable to do our best to avoid its disadvantages and   benefit from its 
advantages to lead a peaceful, happy and safe life.  

 

One the other hand On one hand 
Moreover    In addition to that 

At the same time Hence  
More than that And  as a result of this, 

Consequently  Over and above 
 Last but not least There is no doubt that 

 Another thing is that  As far as I am concerned 

 

 

The advantages and disadvantages topic Pros and cons topic 
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1- Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d: 
1. Millions of people watched the rocket ……..…. on TV.                    

 a. start b. launch c. set off d. beginning 
2. The medicine I'm taking is wonderful. It has no …..…….. 

 a. results b. damage c. side effects d. problems 
3. I expect ……….…. you at the weekend.                                                       

 a. I'm seeing b. I'm going to see c. I'll see d.is going to start 
4. The film ……..….. at 7.30 this evening.                                                       

 a. starts b. will start c. started d.is going to start 
5. I'm going to have lunch with friends tomorrow. We are…....at the restaurant at 12. 

 a. meet b. going to meet c. would meet        d. will meet              
6. It is hard to walk in space because there is no ….…..…..                 

 a.  gravity b. waiting               c. distance               d. air 
7. The ride at the amusement park went down so fast that my body felt……..…..                

 a. weightless  b.  purple  c. disguised  d. fascinating  
8. After the accident, the doctor..…………...her to check she was not injured. 
 a. examined b. looked at c. tested d. studied 

9. One of the ……..…...on my bicycle wheel needs to be repaired. 
 a. handles  b. pedals  c. chains  d. spokes  
10. She……..…...an archaeologist when she leaves university. That is her plan.    

 a. become b. will become      c. am becoming      d.is going to become        
11. My sister can easily do a spin, as she has been doing.…..........for years. 

 a. side effects  b. gymnastics  c. football  d.  gravity  
12. We’ve arranged everything. We ……..…...Hussein up at nine. 

 a. picks            b. picking    c. will pick  d. are picking 
13. ……..., the cost of meat is very high, but if we all eat less meat, prices will drop. 

 a. Luckily  b. Currently  c. Completely     d. Probably  
14. We …....probably have ice cream for dessert since it’s so hot today 

 a. going to  b. will   c. are  d. won’t  
15. Accidents……..…...more frequently when the roads are busy.   

 a. come in b. take part c.  cause   d.  occur 
16. She promised she ……..…...me as soon as the plane landed.      
 a. will phone b. phoned c. would phone d. phones 
17. These are my plans for the summer holidays. First of all, I….to Alex. 

 a. will go    b. am going to go     c. are going      d. have gone  
18. Astronauts must be trained in doing everyday things without ……… 

 a. pulling  b. attraction  c.  gravity  d. magnetism  
19. That boy can't swim! He……………..…….. if we don't help him. 

 a.  will drown   b.is going to drown   c. is drowning     d. drowns  
20. The Earth …………………………….…. on its axis. 

 a. spins  b.  springs  c.  stems  d. stains  
21. I'll go to bed as soon as I …………. my homework. 

 a. do  b. will    c. had done     d. did  
22. The car stopped because there was a …………. in the petrol tank   

 a. peak  b. peek  c. leak  d. lake  
23. I want to buy a new villa, so I…………. save a lot of money. 

 a. will be  b. am going to  c.  going to  d. will  
24. The astronauts are going to............. a space station in space 

 a. build  b. invent                  c. analyze         d. arrest  
25. The prime minister is going on an urgent …….… to Japan tomorrow. 

 a. mission  b. mansion  c. mention           d. motion  
26. The astronauts went on a space....................to replace a broken 

 a. suit               b. tour                     c. station         d. walk  
27. It is a..............feeling to look down on the Earth from space. 

 a. magic        b.  bad  c.   tricky        d. magical  
28. Mum ……..…...that she would take us to the zoo next Friday. 
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 a. promised  b. promise  c. promises  d. will promise  
29. Scientists hope they will find a ….………...for cancer soon. 

 a.  cure  b. theory  c. result  d. chemistry  
30. The fashion house is now ……..…...some new winter dresses. 

 a.  launching  b. lunching  c. condemning  d. coaching  
31. The weather report says it ……..…...cloudy all day. 

 a. will be  b.  is going to be  c. will  d. is being  
32. After seeing some of the competition, he thinks she …….....the bronze medal. 
 a. will win  b. wins                c. is winning        d. will be won  
33. We’ve arranged everything. We ……..…...Hussein up at nine. 

 a. picks            b. picking    c. will pick  d. are picking 
34. My sister promised ……..…...me after school this afternoon.         

 a. meet b. met c. to meet d. meeting           
35. The second ……. of the 25th  January Revolution was 3 months ago. 

 a. university  b. anniversary  c. birth place  d. universe  
36. Mr Ahmed took three years ………….. his studies. 

 a. complete  b. completing c. to complete  d. completed  
37. Jana spent twenty pounds …………..a new dictionary. 

 a. buy  b. buying c. to buy  d. bought  
38. The spaceship landed on the moon, carrying there …………… 

 a. astronauts    b.  astrologers         c. astronomers   d. pilots  
39. I strongly believe that Egypt ….. Soon restore its position amongst the Arab World 

 a.  will  b. is  c. is going to  d. doesn't  
40. I ………. A party tonight. Everything s been arranged. 

 a.  am having    b.am going to have  c. will be having   d.  have                
41. One of the demerits of smoking is that it is a …………of money. 

 a. waste     b. waist      c. taste    d.  mess  
42. Somebody is knocking on the door. I ………… and open it. 

 a.  go  b. am going  c.  have gone  d.  will go  
43. Astronauts used to suffer….the horrible side effects of space travel. 

 a. of  b. from  c. for  d. about  
44. My head…….. whenever I read the merry-go-round at the fun-fair. 

 a. spits  b. orbits                   c.  spins              d. spines  
45. If you like, I ……..…...the salad. 

 a. am making   b. will make             c.  makes  d am going to make 
46. Mr Ahmed look forward to …………………to Turkey.  

 a. travel b. to travel c. travelling d. travelled 
47. The twins ……..…...seventeen next week. 

 a. turning         b. is going to turn  c. turns                  d. will turn         
48. Their uncle is a scientist. He's......research into new forms of energy. 
 a. making b. taking c. getting d. doing 

49. My brother and I are not twins, but we are very................. 
 a. alike b. same c. like d. correct 
50. How ................ times have you seen that film? 
 a. many b. much c. lots d. different 
51. In Britain children ................ secondary school from the age of 11. 
 a. do b. intend c. share d. attend 
52. We don't have.................time. We'll have to hurry. 
 a. many b. some c. lots d. much 
53. Six months.................... half a year. 
 a. are b. is           c. be                     d. am 
54. The walls of the ............................... were built to protect the town. 
 a.  pyramid b. mission c. castle        d. house  

             
55. Two hours ………….a long time to wait. 
 a.  is b.   are c.   have been d.  were 
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56. We went to the opening of a new school last week. It was a very interesting....... 
 a.  occasion b. time      c. view      d. situation 
57. The story………...in 19th century in a fictional country in Europe. 
 a. takes place b. takes part c.  takes turns d. takes a loof 
58. Two million pounds ………..a lot of money. 
 a. is b. are c. is being d. are being 
59. Before the great occasion, Rudolf Elphberg is.…….….by his brother Michael. 
 a. slaughtered b. assassinated   c. hijacked d. kidnapped 
60. I don't have …………………furniture. 
 a.  a b. some c. much d.  many 
61. A Formal organized discussion is called a …………… . 
 a. debate b. deviate c. donate d. predicate 
62. ..is the study of the language and history of the great ancient Greeks and Romans. 
 a. classic b. classical c.  classics d. class 
63. Athletics ………..your body fit. 
 a.  are keeping b. keep c. keeps d. keeping 
64. He is a very …………man. He has got a lot of property and money. 
 a. wealth b. healthy c. worthy   d. wealthy 

65. Do you have ................ free time this afternoon?      
 a. a b. the                c. any               d. many 
66. My friend and I look very different, but our personalities are ………..... .             
 a. alike b. same c. common d. like 
67. He decides to travel to   ………....the coronation of his cousin as a king. 
 a. attend b. intend c. pretend d. tend 
68. Ten minutes …………….enough to reach Cairo. 
 a.  is b.   are c.   is being d.  are being 
69. …………..is entertainment to help people forget their worries. 
 a.  Escaping b. Escapist c.  Escape d. Escapism 
70. …………..coffee have you drunk today? 
 a. how many   b. how much c. how long d. how 
71. My brother is very ……..….He went to Cairo University and then oxford. 
 a.  good-educated   b.   well-educated   c.   well-education  d. better-educated 
72. ……………money do you need for your holiday? 
 a.    how many   b.      how much c.      how long d. how far 
73. The …….….of Queen Elizabeth II took place in 1952.It was a fantastic. 
 a.  crooner b. coronation c.  crony d. coronial 
74. Do you have ……..rice left? 
 a.    a   b. any c. some d. many 
75. His first novel was ………..in 1890. 
 a. published b. publicized c. publication d. public 
76. Fifty degrees ………….a very high temperature. 
 a. is b.  are c. is being d. are being 
77. Money …………….the root of all evils. 
 a. is b. are c. is being d. are being 
78. Ten kilometres …………….is a long way to run. 
 a. is b. are c. is being d. have been 
79. I have a new …………….of shoes. 
 a. couple b. pair c. double d. peer 
80. One of the players in the red team …………very tall. 
 a. is b. are c. is being d. are being 
81. We are having a ….at school next week about ways of reducing global warming. 
 a. depart b. debut c. tribute   d. debate 

 
82. For some people reading and watching films are forms of ………... 
 a. entertain   b. escapism c. fleeing d.  eloping   
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83. There are too ……….people on the ship, it is going to sink. 
 a. few b. little c. much d. many 
84. The police …………….chased the suspect. 
 a. has b. was c. were d.  have 
85. My brother has ……………..experience, so he didn't get the job. 
 a.  little b. a little c. a few d. few 
86. All the news ………….good. 
 a.  is b. are c. is being d. are being 
87. Can you bring me ………….water, please? 
 a.  some b.  a lot c. any d. a 
88. The lawyer argued that his client’s ...................... had been violated. 
 a. wills b. nose c. side effects d. rights 
89. Sally argues her points well and backs them with evidence. She’d be very good at ......... 
 a.  signing  b. conversation  c. speaking  d. debate  
90. Oh, I’m not ready yet. Could you wait a ...................... of minutes? 
 a.  couple  b.  few  c. sum  d. plenty  
91. If you like stories, you’d probably prefer...................... 
 a.  fiction  b.  non-fiction  c. fact  d. action  
92. Jimmy should run for parliament. He gets along with everyone and he likes ........ 
 a.  politics  b.  economics  c.  mathematics  d.    classics  
93. My uncle is very ...................so he never has to worry about money. 
 a. alike  b. wealthy  c. popular  d. occasional  
94. There is plenty of meat, but there is not ......................bread 
 a. much  b. many                c. a lot  d. plenty 
95. Maths ......................my favourite subject when I was in school. 
 a. was  b.  are  c. is  d. were  
96. We have one litre of milk. .....................enough. 
 a. That are  b. These are  c. Those are  d. That’s  
97. The sun's energy will ………………….…. for another five billion years. 
 a. lost  b. least  c. lease  d. last  
98. .………..….. is a black fossil fuel from underground 
 a. oil  b. coal  c. geothermal   d. pressure  
99. Coal, oil and gas are …..….. forms of energy. 
 a. durable  b. renewable  c. arable  d. non renewable  
100. Coal, oil and gas have been………..….underground over millions of years. 
 a. formed  b.  framed  c. famed  d. fried  
101. .…………energy is a non-renewable energy. 
 a. sun  b. water  c. coal  d. geothermal  
102. ……..….. is the force produced when two things push against each other. 
 a. energy  b.  power  c. pressure  d. geothermal  
103. Wind and wave power are types of ………..energy. 
 a. renewable  b. waste  c. non renewable  d. new  
104. Many people……….vegetables in their gardens. 
 a. growing  b. grow  c. are grown  d. is grown  
105. There are power stations all over Egypt which…………electricity. 
 a. generates  b.  generated  c. generating  d. generate  
106. As well as ………………..…….…expensive, fossil fuels pollutes air. 
 a. be  b. being  c. making  d. having  
107. We are going to …………………..….a survey into people’s use of energy. 
 a. have  b. do  c. make  d. produce  
108. Water is the ………………form of ice. 
 a. liquid  b. soft  c. solid  d. hard 

  
109. Burying ………………..in the ground can damage the environment  
 a. oil  b. waste  c. waist  d. west  
110. Some countries cannot afford to ……………….…. fuels from other countries. 
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 a. port  b. export  c. sell  d. import  
111. When atoms are …………………nuclear energy is produced. 
 a. spelt  b. split  c. spilt  d. spoiled  
112.  .………… energy is the energy we get from the heat inside the earth   
 a. Nuclear  b. Solar  c. Hydroelectric  d. Geothermal  
113. We can benefit from old newspapers by…………them. 
 a. cleaning  b.  making  c. using  d. recycling  
114. Hydroelectric power does not………..the atmosphere. 
 a. pollinate  b.  pollute  c. purify  d. promote  
115. ………..is away to reuse materials such as paper and glass rather than throwing them 

away. 
 a. returning  b. restoring   c. recycling  d. removing  
116. Rubbish is as cheap sort of………..energy. 
 a. nuclear  b. non-smoking  c. non-renewable  d. renewable  
117. Some people destroy the environment by throwing factory…..…in rivers and seas. 
 a. waist  b.  waste  c. paste  d. haste  
118. Coal, oil and natural gas are all………….fuels. 
 a. renewable  b.  nuclear  c. fossil  d. energy  
119. ………… is the force produced when two things push against each other. 
 a. power  b.  energy  c. pressure  d. tension  
120. Windmills are connected to turbines to …………….electricity. 

 a. motivate  b.  radiate  c. generate  d. facilitate  
121. Geothermal energy comes from heat ..........the earth’s surface. 
 a. of the sun  b.  above  c. close to  d. below  
122. Electricity………..by power station. 
 a. is generates  b.  is generated  c. is generating  d. is generate  
123.  
 a.   b.    c.   d.   
124. Fossil fuels………..from animals and plants that lived millions of years ago. 
 a. come  b.  comes  c. are coming  d. were coming  
125. Wind turbines………….to change wind energy to electric energy. 
 a. used  b.  are using  c. is using  d. are used  
126. Energy…………in many ways. 
 a. are produced  b. is produced  c. producing  d. produced  
127. Petrol…………from oil. 
 a. made  b. is made  c. makes  d. are made  
128. Nuclear power is produced by splitting………………. 
 a. sides  b. atoms  c. rocks  d. fossils  
129. In very hot weather, ice-cream turns to………… 
 a. water  b.  solid  c. liquid  d. moisture  
130. Classical music is usually…………..and played by professional musicians. 
 a. composes  b.  composing  c. composed  d. been composed  
131. Which model…………..540 kilometres per hour? 
 a. does go  b.  goes  c. has gone  d. going  
132. Natural gas is………………fuel. 
 a. a Nuclear  b.  an energy  c. a renewable  d. a fossils  
133. Modern………are the tall towers which are built where there is a lot of wind. 
 a. wind turpentines  b.  fossil fuel  c. wastes  d. hydroelectric  
134. (Thermal) means…………… 
 a. earth  b.  water  c. heat  d. wind  
135. It is known that nuclear power produces dangerous……………. 
 a. ease  b.  waste  c. gift  d. discovery 

  
136. Toka is under a lot of ..........because she has exams coming up. 

 a. pressure  b.  power  c.  press  d. pipe  
137. The new film…………at 6:30 p.m. 
 a. start  b.  starts  c. starting  d. will be starting   
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138. The film ..........only to the newcomers 
 a. shows  b. shown   c. showing d. was shown  
139. In many countries, the wind............... to generate electricity. 
 a. used  b.  use  c. is used  d. are used  
140. Electricity is produced in a/an…………..station. 
 a. railway  b.  bus  c. power  d. energy   
141. Ali……….travelling by sea. 
 a. used to  b.  using to  c. is used to  d. uses to  
142. Scientists……………to find more sources of renewable energy. 
 a. is wanted  b.  am wanted  c. has wanted  d. want  
143. Our car ran… of petrol. ,so we stopped at the side of the road and asked for help 
 a. off   b. out   c. over  d. away  
144. For geothermal energy, water ..........to the surface 
 a. pumps   b. pumped    c. is pumping    d. is pumped    

145. You can't compare the ………. Of watching live theatre with watching a film. 
 a. experiment b. experience c. explanation d. exploration 
146. Dr.zewil is more than just a Nobel prize winner, he is a/an ……… in chemistry. 
 a. investor b. explorer c. pioneer d. politician 
147.  I really admire Charles dickens as a novelist as his writing……..is unique. 
 a. Behaviour b. attitude c. style d. conduct 
148. Yehia Haqqi graduated in law and worked for a short time as a……….. 
 a. Lawyer b. diplomat c. sailor d. journalist 
149. They have just received this photo as an e-mail……….. 
 a. post b. attachment c. letter d. part 
150. My daily……… begins when my alarm clock goes off at 6.30. 
 a. routine b. custom c. red tape d. tradition 
151. Early black and white photos show people in………. clothes. 
 a. old-fashioned  b. up-to -date  c.modern  d.most recent  
152. Please, ……..the file to your e-mail and send it quickly. 

 a. attach b.establish c.connect d. enclose 
153. We…… our old friends for a year. They are too busy. 
 a. hadn't  b. didn't meet  c. haven’t met  d. haven’t  been met  
154. After he ……. Some good news, he left home. 
 a. had received b. has received c. is received d. receives 
155. Neil Armstrong........ .His first steps on the moon in 1969. 
 a. took  b. is taking  c. has taken  d. was taken  
156. My sister……..at university for three years. She comes home every weekend. 
 a. is b. has been  b.is being d. had been 
157. For centuries, the wind has been used…….. Ships. 
 a. to sailing  b. sailing  c. sailed  d. to sail  
158. …….. Seeing the road accident, the motorists drove more carefully. 
 a. on  b. with out  b. despite  d. over  
159. Ali ……...travelling by sea. 
 a. used to b. using to c. is used to d. uses to 
160. While ……. Egypt, tourists enjoy sightseeing. 
 a. visiting b. was visiting c. visited d. was visited 
161. Jana………. Tennis every week since she was five years old. 
 a.has been playing b. was playing c. is playing d. plays 
162.  Everybody communicates by e-mails now. Paper mail has become ………. 
 a. modern b. routine c. fashionable d.old- fashioned 

 
163. The city has eight……. Each with a representative on the city council. 
 a. distinctions b.disruption c. districts d. disputes 
164. Hundreds of athletes from across the nation came to ……..in the games. 
 a. complete b. conflict c. compete d. delete 
165. It is a ………. to greet someone when you meet them. 
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 a. routine b. custom c. prize d. customer 
166.  Using a typewriter is ……. Now we use computers. 
 a. poetic b. vague c. ancient d. old- fashioned 
167. Dr. fathi has performed a new type of surgery. He is considered as a/an…author. 
 a. routine  b. pioneer  c. complication   d. explorer  
168. With his book, Hisham matter has become a/an………….. author. 

 a. established b. literal c. eventual d. artistic 
169. Tamer ……… his own room since they moved to the new house in Cairo. 
 a. has b. had c. has had d. is having 
170. They…….. to spend the feast with us every year until we moved 
 a. use b. are used c. used d. have used 
171. ........ I started my job; I have met important people from all over the world. 
 a. For  b. Since  c. until  d. when  
172. Those old stories are still……. By many children today. 
 a. loved b. loving c. love d. being loved 
173. I……. the book you lent me and I'm really enjoying it. 
 a. will be reading  b. had read  c. will read  d. have been reading  
174. Its more than 40 years……. I travelled abroad. 
 a. while  b. before  c. when  d. since  
175. Naguib Mahfouz's books…… into many languages.   
 a. have translated b.had translated c.were translating d. have been translated 
176. No sooner………. The noise than we rushed to the spot. 
 a. had we heard b. we had heard c. did we hear d. we did hear 

177. I'd rather you……… this car. It’s a bargain 
 a. buy b. to buy c. will buy d. bought 
178. We arrived half an hour late. The film………. half an hour earlier. 
 a. Began b. was beginning c. had begun d. has begun 
179. The Romans …….. Petra nearly two thousand years ago. 
 a. Captured b. have captured c. had captured d. were captured 
180. The glass window …… when the boy hit it with the ball. 
 a. is breaking b. was breaking c. was broken d. had broken 
181. Fatma .......... her own room since they moved to the new house in Sheikh Zaid 
 a.is having                 b.has                           c. has had                         d. had 
182. While I……..home, I saw some of my friends. 
 a. am walking b. was walking c. had walked d. walk 
183. After the house………. Painted, we furnished it. 
 a. had been  b. had  c. has been  d. is  
184. It's a month……… Toka last visited her uncle. 

 a. for b. since c. of d. to 
185. A Border Passage .........................by Leila Ahmed. 
 a. written      b. wrote   c. was written  d. write 
186. When he arrived in Cairo, he………. For six year. 
 a. had studied b. has studied c.had  been studying d.has  been studying 
187. In eastern countries, it is ........... to remove your shoes before you enter a home. 
 a. Legal  b.pionerring  c.routine  d. customary  
188. Soha's biographical accounts of her life…….by her brother Ahmed. 
 a. were written  b.was written  c. wrote  d. had been written  
189. The ..........of vaccines to prevent diseases has helped to save many lives. 
 a. styling b. development c. establishment d. custom 

 
190. In the last ten years, Egypt……..large areas of desert into farmland. 
 a. had turned b. will turn c. turns d. has turned 
191. His style of painting ..........over the years 
  a. have changed             b. changing c. is changed d.has changed 
192. What ..........you doing when the lights went out last night? 
 a.was                                b. had been      c. have                    d. were 
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193. After hitting her head in an accident, she couldn't remember anything, doctor say she has.... 
 a. influenza b. amnesia c. diabetes d. fever 
194.  It is believed that Cleopatra died from the ……...of a snake. 
 a. murder b. crime c. poison d. perfume  
195. All suspects should be treated as …………..people until we know for sure that they have 

committed a crime 
 a. shy b. innocent  c. dead  d. dangerous  
196. There was a mouse in the house, so dad set up a ………… 
 a. criminal b. murder c. mousetrap  d. poison  
197. Many children are……. Before strangers 
 a. shy b. shameful c. ashamed d. shyness 
198. Archeologists are planning a new……… in the south of the country 
 a. invasion b. inflation c. excavation d.  investigation 
199. The chiness built the great wall to stop the enemy……….. 
 a. breath  b. commerce  c. invasion  d. track  
200. He did nothing wrong. He's ……….. 

 a. suspect b. sensible  c. guilty  d. innocent 
201. The first heart transplant operations……….. in Britain 20 years ago 
 a. was done  b. was doing  c. had been done  d. had been doing  
202. The glass windows ……… when the boy hit it with the ball 
 a. is breaking b. was breaking c. was broken d. had broken 
203. We insisted........... by the prime minister 
 a. on seeing  b. on being seen  c. to see  d. in seeing  
204. The former news paper boy………. To a new neighborhood. 
 a. had sent  b. was sending  c. was sent  d. has sent  
205. Yehia Haqqi………..of as the father of the Egyptian modern short story and novel. 
 a. still is thinking  b. still is thought  c. is still thought  d. is still thinking  
206. The play is suggest to ………… because the leading actor is ill 
 a. being cancelled  b. cancel  c. have cancelled  d. be cancelled  
207. Cairo university ……….. on December 21st

, 1908 
 a. was found b. was founded c. founded d. found 
208. In the future the shopping,………..on the internet 
 a. will be done b. will do c. have been done d. were done 
209. It ……… that people have lived here for centuries 
 a. know  b. known c. is known d. had known 
210.  He is said to ……….. five opponents last year 
 a. has beaten b. beating c.have beaten d. beats 
211. All the Egyptians should co-operate to save the country from any foreign………. 
 a. evaluation b. invasion c. excavation d. exploration 
212. A ……… is a piece of equipment used to spend out radio or television signals. 
 a. transaction b. transmitter c. transistor d. transplant 
213. I don’t like …… at. 
 a. people laughing b. being laughed c. having laughed d. people laughed 
214. From the medical report, she…….. to have suffered from amnesia. 
 a. believed  b. is believed  c. believes  d. is believing  
215. Injuries to the head, caused by accident, can lead to………. 
 a. memory  b. amnesty  c. anemia  d. amnesia  
216. The police think the man, with a scar, committed the crime. He is the main……….. 

 a. witness b. suspect c. accuser d. suspender 
 

217. This nice story……… by Taha Hussein. 
 a. is written  b. writes  c. wrote  d. was written  
218. Noha phoned me while the dinner............. 
 a. was cooking  b. cooks  c. cooked  d. was being cooked  
219.  I was advised……… by a doctor, but it was not possible 
 a. seeing  b. to see  c. to be seen  d. being seen  
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220. At school we are…….how to revise for the exams. 
 a. being taught  b. teaching  c. been taught  d. be taught  
221. Archeologists are planning a new………. In Luxor next month 
 a. Fossil b. excavation c. extension d. exclamation 
222. The soldiers were praised for their…………… 
 a. Freedom b. equality c. monument d. patriotism 
223. Carbon dioxide is a ………… gas. 
 a. partial b.precious c.poisonous d.polluted 
224. The medical condition of not being able to remember anything is called…….. 
 a. megalomania b. insomnia c. amnesia d. phobia 
225. How can I spend the signal if the……………is broken? 
 a. poison b. prison c. transmitter d. trap 
226. After the house............. painted, we furnished it. 
 a. is  b. had  c. had been  d. has been  
227. ……..to be patient and efficient. 
 a. it is said  b. she says  c. she is said  d. she is saying  
228. Employees in big companies should get training so that they could be……….. 
 a. promote  b. promoted  c. promoting  d. to promote  
229. A border passage………… by Leila ahmed. 
 a. written b. wrote c. write d. was written 
230. You'll find the company………in the new business park down the road. 
 a. traps b. quarts c. headquarters d. suspects 
231. There is a big …………where engineers are building the new metro line. 
 a. routine b.invasion  c. excavation d. district 
232. Sameh was on trial because he was ……………. Of spying. 
 a. suspected b. invaded c. supposed d. transmitted 
233. In some countries, people use a passport instead of………..card. 
 a. a personal  b. a national   c. an identity  d. an individual  
234. Please……….. Which one is yours? 
 a. idealize b. identify c. illegalize d. irritate 
235. Tommy and tuppence Beresford are………….. 
 a. solution b. secret agents c. soldiers d. suspects 
236. A simple………..has a spring catch and can be baited with cheese. 
 a. poison b.spy  c. mousetrap  d. science fiction 
237. The mousetrap………. As a radio play in 1947. 
 a. wrote  b. Writes c. is written  d. was written  
238. ………. Cars are cheap now days. 
 a. Use b. Misuse c. Used d. Using 
239. Yehia Haqqi's books ………… into many languages. 
 a. have translated  b.had translated  c. have been translated  d. were translating 
240. One of the applicants for the job of medical representative……….now. 
 a.was interviewed b.has been interviewed c. is being interviewed d. had been interviewed 
241. Cooking oil is…….. From the seeds of certain plants. 
 a.  excavated b. explored c. expired d. extracted 
242. The hard outside part of a tree is called the………. 
 a. branch b. brake  c. park d. bark  
243. The………. at the part of a trees that grow under the ground and find water 
 a. branch b. bark c. rings d. roots 

 
244. The river can be used by many ships because of its……….. 
 a. wide b. width  c. widened d. widening 
245. The cover of my book is made of……….. 
 a. glass b. wood c. rubber d. cardboard 
246. The nurse put the blood in some ……… to send it to the laboratory. 
 a. cardboard b. tubes c. rings d. products 
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247. A tree's strong …………supports a mass of branches. 
 a. trick  b. track  c. truck  d. trunk  
248. My favourite musical……… is the violin. 

 a. instrument b. device c. equipment d. tool 
249. ……… raining, we won't be able to finish the game. 
 a. If I didn’t stop  b. Unless it stop  c. Should it stop  d. If it stopped  
250. He will catch the train………coming in time. 
 a. in spite of b. if c. in case of d. unless 
251. ...........you work harder; you'll fail your exam. 
 a. As  b. If  c. When  d. Unless  
252. I always ……… a severe headache if I spend match time on the computer. 
 a. will get  b. got  c. get  d. am getting  
253. If Toka loses her job, she……….. look for another one 
 a. would  b. will  c. had to  d. have to  
254. If you can't dictate your conditions, you………….. Negotiate. 
 a. will  b. should  c. need  d. out  
255. If metal is heated, it ………. 
 a. will expand b. expand c. would expand d. expands 
256. I……..out if it is stormy. 
 a. wouldn’t go b.wouldn’thave gone c. won't go d. hadn't gone 
257. That old bridge over the river is very week. They’ll have to……….. it soon. 
 a.  drive b.  change c. lengthen d. strengthen 
258. This road is too narrow for all today's traffic, so they're going to……….it. 

 a. destroy b. widen c. deepen d. climb 
259. Put some…….on a brush, and then clean your teeth four two full minutes. 
 a. toothpaste b. rubber c. turpentine d. product 
260. That film is so popular that the queues to see it………..every day. 
 a. solidify b. widen c. harden d. lengthen 
261. A fruit grows on a plant or tree and has………..inside. 
 a. grains b. branches c. seeds d. yield 
262. Leaves are the flat parts at the end of the………..of a tree. 
 a.  roats b. seeds c. branches d. bark 
263. This knife doesn’t cut very well. it needs to be………. 
 a. dropped  b. lessened  c. cut  d. sharpened  
264. Every year, the cells under the bark of a tree………..and become new wood. 

 a. shorten b. paint c. harden d. dilute 
265. You can drive my car………… you are extremely careful. 
 a. if  b. unless  c. so that  d. but  
266. ………..having more rain soon, the plants might all die. 
 a. Unless b. If c. Without d. Provided 
267. How long..........away if she chooses Paris? 
 a. does she  b. will she be  c. is she  d. would she be  
268. If he doesn’t get eight hours sleep every night, he…. really tired the next day. 
 A .will feel  b. feels  c. would feel  d. is feeling  
269. If a plant does not get any water, it…………. 
 a. dead  b. dies  c. would die  d. would be dead  
270. If you don’t stop listening to that loud music, your headache…………..worse. 
 a. got  b. will get  c. would get  d. gets 

  
271. If our heart stops working, death soon……………… 
 a. follow b. will follow c. follows d. followed 
272. If you look at the sun, you………….damage your sight. 
 a. will b. would c. would have d. will have 
273. Please put those books in the study……………boxes. 
 a. tube b. transmitter c. cardboard d. instrument 
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274. The…….on a tree protects it. 
 a. ring b. tube c. bark  d. branches 
275. When I paint, I need to use…………to thin the paint. 
 a. rubber b. toothpaste c. sap d. turpentine 
276. Rubber is made from the………of a rubber tree. 
 a. rubber b. sap c. products d. turpentine 
277. If you leave bread out to long, it will…………….. 
 a. freeze b. harden c. soften d. fasten 
278. Trees absorb water from the ground through their…………… 
 a. leaves b. roots c. fruits d. bark 
279. The water formed………..after the stone feel in. 
 a. tubes  b. barks  c. rings  d. secrets  
280. Nowadays toothpaste comes in a………….that you squeeze from the bottom. 

 a. tube b. ring c. transmitter d. product 
281. When I work a lot in the garden, I…………. no energy at night. 
 a. will have  b. have  c. has  d. had  
282. When molten glass cools, it………….. 
 a. hardened b. is hardened c. hardens d. will harden 
283. If it goes on raining for much longer, the river.............. 
 a. flooded  b. floods  c. 'll flood  d. 'd flood  
284. If water freezes, it………..to ice. 
 a. turns  b. 'll turn  c. 'd turn  d. had turned  
285. If you…………. Those apples now, they won't taste very sweet. 
 a. will pick  b. pick  c. picked  d. had picked  
286. If I have any free time tomorrow, …………..for a walk in the park. 
 a. I went  b. I go  c. I'd go  d. I'll go  
287. If you practise a sport, you………… healthy and fit. 
 a. would be b. be c. will be d. would have been 
288. If there is not much rain in a year, the rings in a tree………..close together. 
 a. are b. were c. be d. being 

289. ……… means to make light shine on some things. 
 a. bass b. cliff c. illuminate d. carve 
290. The great wall of china was built to………… raiders. 
 a. keep up b. keep in c. keep down d. keep out 
291. The ancient Egyptian statues were……….out of stone. 
 a. built b. designed c. painted d. carved 
292. Egypt is famous for ancient ………………… 
 a. moments b. monsters c. materials d. monuments 
293. That plant has been………..so that it gets lots of light. 
 a. explored b. set c. positioned d. brought up 
294. The quickest way for Sawsan to get to school is to…………… a train. 
 a. go b. bring  c. come d. take  
295. It is……….for Egyptian to lose one of their unique monuments. 
 a. thinkable  b. imaginable   c. unthinkable  d. understandable  
296. Someone who travel daily to work from one place to another is a …………. 

 a. consumer b. commuter c. competitor d. coordinator 
297. He doesn't look very happy, he………….failed the exam. 
 a. must have  b. can't have  c. had  d. could 

  
298. The telephone rang, but I didn’t hear it ,I………a sleep 
 a. must be b. can't have been c. must have been d. can have been 
299. Ola was at home all day yesterday .she.............at work. 
 a. shouldn't be  b. can't have been  c. can't be  d. must have been  
300. Mona did not take her keys .she…………seen them on the desk. 
 a. couldn’t have  b. didn't have  c. must have  d. shouldn’t have  
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301. She is a very efficient professor .she must………….a very good university student. 
 a. be  b. have been  c. have  d. had been  
302. Some people think that it……. an asteroid that hit the earth and killed dinosaurs. 
 a. must be  b. must have been  c. can't be  d. will have been  
303. I couldn’t find my wallet, I………..it at home. 
 a. must leave b. may leave c. can't have left d. might have left 
304. I didn’t expect Hany to be out .he………….shopping 
 a. should go b. must be gone c. ought to go d. must have gone 

305. The statue rests on an engraved…………. 
 a. base b. ray c. stone d. cliff 
306. The……….were stuck in the metro for three hours because of a power failure. 
 a. diameters b. commuters c. regions d. cliffs 
307. A journey on the underground………….one pound. 
 a. pays b. saves c. spends d. costs 
308. Because Yasser had worked hard, he was………..to get the promotion. 
 a. raised b. based c. carved d. positioned 
309. Shaimaa's………….skills got her a job with a well-know international company. 
 a. raising b. massive c. commuting d. engineering 
310. The first……….of the Paris metro system opened in 1900. 
 a. design b. row c. line d. queue 
311. On the farm, we………..chicken. 
 a. raise  b. farm  c. rise  d. position  
312. There……..been a sandstorm.The streets are covered in sand. 

 a. must have b. might have c. can't have d. may have 
313. The cup is empty.Mr Al Daifi…………drunk his orange juice. 
 a. must have  b. can't have  c. can't be  d. must have been  
314. There's water all over the floor.You………to turn off the shower. 
 a. must forget b. can't have forgotten c. can't forget d. must have forgotten 
315. Ahmed..........the train .he was at the station half an hour before the train left. 
 a. can't miss  b. must have missed  c. can't have missed  d. doesn't miss  
316. That watch……….have cost a lot of money .it's made of plastic. 
 a. must  b. might  c. can't  d. can  
317. She didn’t see her brother yesterday .he……….the flat very early. 
 a. must have left  b. can't have left  c. must leave  d. can't leave  
318. It………..very windy during the night.There are leaves all over the ground. 
 a.must have been  b. can't have been  c. must be  d. can't be  
319 .They left two hours ago, so they……….arrived by now .it's not far. 
 a. must b. can't have c. must have d. have 
320 .Ramy has a broken arm, he………….off his bicycle in the race. 
 a. can't fall b. must have fallen c. might fall d. can't have fallen 
321. Be careful when you're driving up the mountains. Some cars have fallen of the… 
 a. rays b. rocks c. cliffs d. stars 
322. The lighting……..the entire sky. The night almost seemed like day for a second. 
 a. illuminated b. illustrated c. occurred d. absorbed 
323. She is never satisfied. She always……of bad living condition. 
 a. obtains b. complains c. attains d. retires 
 324. Education is a/an…………..in the future of a country and its young people. 
 a. recognition b. sacrifice c. investment d. reform 

 
325. The artist………..the sculpture from a massive piece of stone. 
 a. dug b. carved c. curved d. met 
326. Who is……………the orchestra this evening? 
 a. behaving b. running c. directing d. conducting 
327. Mum said it was…………that I even consider going into that dangerous cave. 
 a. unthinkable b. massive c. old fashioned d. respectable 
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328. The tunnel has a………………of 7.6 metres. 
 a. size b. drill c. machine d. diameter 

329. You……..the door. It was open when I got home. 
 a. can lock b. can have locked c. can't have locked d. can't lock 
330. He can hardly move .he………….be very ill. 
 a. must b. mustn't c. shouldn't d. should 
331. She........... gone far. I just saw her car leave a minute ago. 
 a. must have b. should have c. can't have d. can have 
332. Dr Ahmed is a famous surgeon .he………clever 
 a. can't be b. had to be c. must be d. has to be 
333. Let's try to find them. They……….gone very far. 
 a. must b. mustn't have c. can't have d. couldn't have 
334. He……. missed the train. He's usually late. 
 a. might have b. must have c. can't have d. shouldn’t have 
335. Why is everyone putting their umbrellas up? It………….started raining. 
 a. shouldn’t have b. should have c. can't have d. must have 
336. Climbing Mount Everest ..........very difficult. The oxygen is very thin at the top. 
 a)must have be                 b) must been            c) mustn’t been   d) must have been 
337. She is reading the……..of Taha Hussein .he had a very interesting life. 
 a. biography b. blackmail c. ceremony d. celebration 
338. Did you say that you……..there only three days ago? 
 a. would go b. go c. went d. have gone 
339. The teaching……….requires good education and training. 
 a. proficient b. profile c. procession d. profession 
340. I asked her if………..the candy. 
 a. did she like  b. she likes  c. she liked  d. does she like  
341. The doctor recommends that you take two weeks to……. Before going back to work. 
 a. regain b. recuperate c. restore d. recapture 
342. She wondered if…………… the exam. 
 a. he will pass  b. he had passed  c. will he pass  d. had he passed  
343. Arab countries shouldn’t be in……as they face the same challenges. 
 a. confidence b. harmony c. condition d. conflict 
344. She wondered when………singing with the band. 

 a. do I begin b. did I begin c. had I begun d. I had begun 
345. It’s time for you to go to sleep .the mother…….that the children are still awake. 
 a. inquired b. remembered c. promised d. complained 
346. I want to know how……….her. 
 a. you helped b. have you helped c.do you help d. had you helped 
347. Can you kindly tell me where………..? 
 a.is the manager b. the manager c. the manager is d. is 
348. If you friends make noise, complain………them to the teacher. 
 a. about b. with c. for d. of 
349.  The interviewer asked the professor……he had worked at any foreign universities. 
 a. whether b. unless c. that d. whatever 
350. Their uncle is a scientist .He’s………research into new forms of energy. 
 a. making b. taking c. getting d. doing 
351. She asked me where I…………then. 
 a. stay b. did I stay c. was staying d.am I staying 

352. My brother has applied for a……….. Job for the summer months. 
 a. permanent b. auxiliary c. temporary d. partial 

353. I asked my friend if……… operate the computer. 
 a. could he b. did he c. would he d. he could 
354. Two men have been accused of…………a parliament member. 
 a. blackmailing b. appearing c. committing d. knocking 
355. Samia asked hala……….she was doing anything the next day. 
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 a. unless b. whether c. without d. except 
356. Is there anyone………..on our door? - I’ll see who it is. 
 a. hitting b. knocking c. smashing d. depending 
357. Mona promised that she……….home tomorrow. 
 a. be b. will have been c. would have been d. will be 
358. Wanting friends is part of human…….. . 
 a. nature b. conflict c. will d. life 
359. Monira has just told Amira that they……..to their friend’s wedding tonight. 
 a. would go b. have gone c. were going d. are going 
360. Having got a rewarding job in Alexandria, Omar decided to live there………. 

 a. momentarily b. permanently c. permissibly d. temporarily 
361. Ahmed asked me where…….the day before. 
 a. I had gone b. I went c. had I gone d. did I go 
362. As the famous man is illiterate, a journalist is writing his……………. 
 a. autography b. autobiography c. biography d. biodynamics 
363. Ali wasn’t badly injured in the accident, but his……took longer than we thought. 
 a. recuperation b. realization c. reclamation d. recommendation 
364. When she said sorry, it was a/an………..that she had been wrong. 
 a. affection b. selection c. admission d. action 
365. I……..people who are honest and work hard. 
 a. respect b. despite c. mock d. insult 
366. Mahmoud promised he would not tell anyone what……..said. 
 a. had I b. I had c. have I d. I have 
367.  At the wedding party yesterday, the bride said……….the happiest day of her life. 
 a. today was b. that day was c. yesterday had d. that day had 
368. When Jana spilled paint on my new dress, I thought it would stain........... 
 a. cowardly b. respectably c. permanently d. questionably 
369. I expect she'll finish the job perfectly. She's got an iron…… 
 a. well b. wall c. will d. mill 
370. I advised her…….disobey her parents again. 
 a. don’t  b. that c. not to d. to 
371. The teachers told the pupils the earth…….the sun. 
 a. was orbiting b. orbited c. had orbited d. orbits 
372. She asked her uncle how long…………in Sudan. 
 a. did he stay b. he has stayed c. he had stayed d. does he stay 
373. She has a very nice…….. .she is kind to everyone she meets. 
 a. personality b. person c. persona d. personalization 
374. The teacher asked ahmed……….all the way on foot. 
 a. why he came b. if did he come c.how would he come d. if does he come 
375. ………you trained well; you'd have scored a goal at least.  
 a. Unless b. If c. Had d. should 
376. He asked me ……….I had written my report or not. 

 a. whether b. weather c. if d. had 
377. Lightning is a dangerous but natural……. 
 a. sight b. response c. eclipse d. phenomenon
378. “This year we’re going to Dubai,” said Jana. Jana said they .........to Dubai that year. 
 a. were going                b. went c. is going           d. have been going                   
379. I’d like to get a job in the medical………… 
 a. work b. career c. occupation d. profession 
380. The ..........between the families went on long after the court battle was decided. 
 a. conflict b. appearance c.  disaster d. human nature 
381. I have to……….that Dalia was right. 
 a. understand b. admit c. steal d. knock 
382. He said just now that he………..a new story. 
 a.is reading b. had read c. was read d. was reading
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383. Our ..........in the science department disagree on the subject. 
 a. involvements b. excavations c.  personalities d. colleagues 
384. She asked me whether……….there before. 
 a. I had been b. I went c. I go d. had I been 
385. She does not need two wear glasses. There is nothing wrong with her……….. 
 a. tongue b. sight c. sigh d. site 
386. I wouldn’t have reached this stage unless she………..me. 
 a. helped b. had helped c. was helping d. would help 
387. The accident………..at 6.00 when everyone was on their way to work. 
 a. occurred b. took c. came d. caused 
388. What…………if he had left the meeting? 
 a. will happen b. had happened c. would happen d.would have happen 
389. Accident………more frequently when the roads are busy. 
 a. take part b. come in c. cause d. occur 
390. ………….he understand the lesson if he read the summary? 
 a. Will b. Did c. Would d. Can 
391. Along period of dry weather when there is not enough water is a………….. 
 a. geyser b. draft c. rainfall d. drought 
392. I would put on protective glasses if I…………..you. 

 a. were b. will be c. has been d. am 
393. At the beach ,peoples skin can become darker because there are …….rays 
 a. heat b. laser c. ultraviolet d. electromagnetic 
394. If she hadn’t learned how to type, she………….so many books. 
 a.wouldhave written b. will write c. would write d.wouldn’t have written 
395. …….occurs when the moon disappears, and passes between the sun and earth. 
 a. An eclipse b. Wind c. Thunder d. Lightening 
396. If he had studied well, he……….the best mark. 
 a. would get b. will get c. would be get d. would have get 
397. …………not only study storms, but they also follow and understand them. 
 a. wind followers b.weather forecasters c. storm chasers d.climate researchers 
398. If Toka lost his job, she…………look for work in another city. 
 a. will b. would c. will not d. would not 
399. Lightning is a natural, but dangerous…………. 
 a. sight b. view c. eclipse d. phenomenon 
400. If it rains so hard, the soil cannot………the water quickly, so there are floods. 
 a. contain b. take c. absorb d. deliver 
401. Most creatures have some…….…features. 
 a. common b. comment c. complain d. insulated 
402. If governments had provided education for women, family sizes………smaller. 
 a. would be b. will be c. would have been d. will have been 
403. A……….eclipse occurs when the earth passes between the sun and the moon. 
 a. partial b. solar c. lunar d. total 
404. Had it rained so heavily, we………..floods. 
 a. may have b. would have had c. would have  d. wouldn’t have had 
405. Somalia is suffering a ……….. .there has been no rain for a long time. 
 a. drought b. doubt c. draught d. draft 

 
406. If Jana had come ten minutes earlier, she………her boss. 
 a. would meet b. would have met c. meets d. will meet 
407. In some places in Africa where there is little or no rain……have caused people to die. 
 a. floods b. droughts c. custom d. tradition 
408. If you had come five minutes later, I………… 

 a. would leave b. leave c. will leave d. would have left 
409. An eclipse of the sun is a strange natural………… 
 a. superstition b. phenomenon c. blessing d. award 
410. If I ……….rich, I would buy a big car. 
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 a. were b. am c. had d. will be 
411. The gardens of Babylon and……….gardens were built by the Aztecs in Mexico. 
 a. flying b. floating c. flowing d. flooding 
412. If I ………….you, I would do research into new kinds of wheat. 
 a. am b. were c. is d. had been 
413. The rainbow is a beautiful……….that occurs after it has just rained. 
 a. cause b. drought c. eclipse d. phenomenon 
414. If you……..earlier, you wouldn’t have missed the train. 
 a. had left b. leave c. left d. would have left 
415. You need to put sunscreen on your skin because of the………ultraviolet rays 
 a. blind b. sunny c. harmless d. harmful 
416. If Ali had taken the six o’clock train ,he………late for the meeting 
 a. would be b. wouldn’t be c. would have been d.wouldn’t have been 

417. Greece and Spain are in……..Europe. 
 a. north b. south c. southerly d. southern 
418. If you put water in the freezer, it……….to ice. 
 a. turned b. would turn c. turns d. would have turned 
419. You cannot see ultraviolet rays, but they can still damage your……….. 
 a. veins b. skeleton c. skull d. skin 
420. ………..he arrived early yesterday, he could have attended the conference. 
 a. Hadn’t b. Had c. Unless d. If 
421. Where we live, the wind usually blows in a………..direction. 
 a. southerly b. southern c. south d. northern 
422. If you look at the sun, you………damage your sight. 
 a. will b. would c. would have d. will have 
423. Those trees have grown……….tall in the last two years. 
 a. historically b. mechanically c. phenomenally d. experimentally 
424. If it……….so heavily, we would not have had floods. 

 a. rained b. rains c. didn’t rain d. hadn’t rained 
425. Electrical storms are a common………in our part of the country. 
 a. existence b. occurrence c. incident d. accident 
426. Unless he………….me, I wouldn’t have been able to finish the work quickly. 
 a. had helped b. has helped c. helped d. helps 
427. Dunwich was destroyed by high waves and…………storms. 
 a. messy b. greedy c. violent d. cruel 
428. If you……..earlier, you wouldn’t have missed your train. 
 a. leave b. left c. had left d. would have left 
429. The soil could not……..all the rain, so there was a flood. 
 a. occur b. commit c. frighten d. absorb 
430. If he………the exam, he’d have failed. 
 a. took b. takes c. will take d. had taken 
431. Scientists are not sure what …………………volcanoes to erupt. 
 a. makes   b. lets c. causes d. encourages 
432. I ought to warn you ……… one very important thing. 
 a. about b. for c. by d. to 

 
433. I’m eating less than usual as I don’t want to………..more weight. 
 a. gain b. lose c. promise d. allow 
434. Dalia regrets not finishing her work yesterday.she wishes she……..…it. 
 a. finishes b. finished c. had finished d. finish 
435. Ali………..his ambition when he became an engineer. 
 a. won b. achieved c. made d. got 
446. You are now in in a bad need of money. I wish you……..so much money. 
 a. aren’t spending b. don’t spend c. hadn’t spent d. haven’t spent 
447. I don’t have a mobile phone .I wish I………..one. 
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 a. have b. had c. had had d. am having 
448. After working for 10 hours, I feel as I have…………nothing. 
 a. achieved b. launched c. succeeded d. acknowledged 
449. I wish I……..my boss yesterday. 
 a. met b. had met c. would meet d. was meeting 
450. My doctor didn’t know what was wrong with me, so he referred me to a …………. 

 a. nurse b. patient c. specialist d. beginner 
451. I feel very sick. I wish I……..all that chocolate yesterday. 
 a. didn’t eat b. had eaten c. hadn’t eaten d. did eat 
452. Their uncle is a scientist .he’s…….research into new forms of energy. 
 a. making b. taking c. getting d. doing 
453. I wish she……..the test successfully last year. 
 a. would pass b. could pass c. passes d. had passed 
454. After the storm, there was a huge…….of water on the roads. 

 a. floods b. number c. amount d. lot 
455. I wish I ………..where I left my jacket. 
 a. could know b. knew c. had known d. know 
456. She has been……..since she was 7.diabetes is a hereditary disease in her family. 
 a. diabetic b. diachronic c. diacritic d. diagnostic 
457. Salwa is penniless .she wishes she……..spent all her money yesterday. 
 a. hasn’t b. hadn’t c. didn’t d. doesn’t 
458. I’m afraid you did your best, but your………..in the project wasn’t good enough. 
 a. community b. sound c. neighbourhood d. achievement 

459. A good director is the one who……….hiss employee’s efforts. 
 a. neglects b. degrades c. communicates d. appreciates 
460. What I said yesterday upset my close friend, I wish I……..so. 
 a. hadn’t said b. haven’t said c. didn’t say d. wouldn’t say 
461. All his dreams and……….came true. 
 a. promotion b. protection c. ambitions d. ambiguity 
462. I wish I………..my time last weekend. 
 a. didn’t waste b. wasted c. hadn’t wasted d. had wasted 
463. D.r Aisha Abd el-Rehman used to write …………..in Al-Ahram. 
 a. lately b. hardly c. regularly d. rarely 
464. I missed the plane. I wish I……….it. 
 a. could catch b. would catch c. had caught d. caught 
465. A……… is an expert in a particular area of medicine. 
 a. surgeon b. veterinary c. specialist d. nurse 
466. The film was really enjoyable .I wish you……..with us. 

 a. would be b. could be c. are d. had been 
467. The patient has to control how much sugar he eats because he has…………. 
 a. influenza b. amnesia c. cancer d. diabetes 
468. Scientists test their…………by doing experiment. 
 a. processes b. theories c. experiences d. trials 
469. Salma intends to ……….in criminal law when she goes to law school. 
 a. specialize b. achieve c. gain d. release 
470. I really wish I……….breakfast before I left for school .I’m starving now. 
 a. had eaten b.ate c.eat d. will eat 
472. Leaves falling from trees in autumn are a completely natural………… 
 a. mission b. operation c. process d. surgery 
473. I wish I'd…………more revision this year. 
 a. made b. do c. done d. had 
474. My father works…….an accountant for a big company in Cairo. 
 a. in b. at c. on d. as 
475. Green plants…….oxygen and benefit the environment. 
 a. realize b. rely c. recognize d. release 
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476. I'd like to specialise……studying the causes of serious illnesses. 
 a. in b. at c. as d. on 
477. During the photosynthesis…, plants take in carbon dioxide and give off oxygen. 
 a. operation b. process c. osmosis d. project 
478. Micro-organisms are……..to the naked eye. 
 a. invisible b. visible c. visual d. vision 
479. They should train hard for the match. I wish they…………it. 
 a. would win b. win c. will win d. had won 
480. Rainy wishes he...... where he put the fifty pounds he misplaced 
 a. knowing                b.  known                       c.  know s                 d.  knew 
481. I'd really like to be an architect. If only I……..so poor at maths. 
 a. hadn’t been b. were c. weren’t  d. would be 
482. The ..........is believable, but can it be proven? 
 a. theory b.cancer c.  speciality d.  diabetes 
483. Chemistry is very difficult for me, but I am ..........understanding it better.  

 a. regularly b.  specially c.  gradually d.  invisibly 
484. It is a complex .........to generate electricity from nuclear energy. 
  a.  process b. cure c. amount d.  theory 
485. Jenna wishes she............... play the guitar like him 
 a. must                     b. could                     c.  might                   d. can 
486. My car is the…………. as yours. It is difficult to differentiate between them. 
 a. similar b. alike   c.  same                   d. like   
487. …………. sure that he has done the right thing.  
 a. do                     b. get                           c.  make                   d. cause 
488. Are you capable of………….decisions on your own? 
 a. doing                     b. giving                           c.  making                  d. causing 
489. A ………...has not been found for this disease yet. 
 a. clue b. cube c. pure d. cure 
490. ……..is a disease in which there is too much sugar in your body. 
 a. Cancer b. Cure c. Diabetes d. Medicine 
491. As everyone's angry with her, she regrets……….so much noise.  
 a. to make b. makes c. making d. to making 

492. He was accused………accepting a bribe. 
 a. with b. of c. for d. about 
493. Ali……….for work for over a year before he finally got a job. 
 a. has been looking b. had been looking c. had looked d. has looked 
494. We always……..to smoking in public places. 
 a. object b. subject c. encourage d. decide 
495. Mona was tired yesterday because she……..for the test all day. 
 a. had revised b. revised c. revising d. had been revising 
496. I think that the new skills in this course will make you more…….. 
 a. employment b. employer c. unemployed d. employable 
497. No sooner………….the noise than we rushed to the spot. 
 a. had we heard b. we had heard c. have we heard d. we did hear 
498. The king took……….on those who accused him of treason. 
 a. revenge b. treaty c. bravery d. confidence 
499. He said that he……….be able to sleep until he had finished the story. 

 a. won't b. didn’t c. hasn’t d. wouldn’t 
500. Ahmed's friends didn’t…..him when he returned from abroad .he looked different. 
 a. recognise b. remember c. see d. look 
501. We arrived late.The film…………half an hour earlier. 
 a. was beginning b. has begun c. begins d. had begun 
502. Shakespeare is one of the most famous………. 
 a. playwrights b. novelists c. plays d. professors 
503. After mum……..dinner, she fell asleep on the couch. 
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 a. cooks b. had cooked c. will cook d. cooking 
504. After the earthquake, the village was not………. 
 a. delicate b. accusable c. recognizable d. excusable 
505. By the time Judy was 20 years old, she…….three national championships. 
 a. won b. wins c. had won d. will win 
506. My little brother looked with……..at my new computer game. 
 a. envy b. interaction c. interpretation d. interview 
507. Before basem left for canda, he………..away all his toys to charity. 
 a. gives b. gave c. will give d. would give 
508. The politicians could not reach an…….on what to do next. 
 a. excuse b. agreement c. affection d. apology 
509.  We were soaking wet. It had…….all the day while we were walking. 
 a. raining b. been raining c. has rained d. rains 
510. After he was arrested, Edmond was sent to prison…….life. 
 a. to b. of c. from d. for 
511. Sara felt ill night because she……….too much the day before. 
 a. had eaten b. was eating c. eats d. has eaten 
512. The children had an………..about who had won the race. 
 a. argument b. application c. affliction d. investment 
513. He was out of breath as a dog…………him 
 a. has been chasing b. had been chased c. had been chasing  d. was chased 
514. You are to bear full…….for all the consequences. 
 a. responsible b. irresponsible c. responsibility d. responsive 
515. We recently learned that Sarnia.... as a secret agent for years 

 a.  has acted                 b. is acting                        c. acted                 d. had been acting 
516. She was.............of her brother's success. She's always been malicious.    
 a. accused b. fond c. envious d. full 
517. Before the fireworks went off, we ...........sitting in the square 
 a. had                   b.have been                    c. had been           d.  are 
518. A/An………is someone who writes plays. 
 a. novelist b. journalist  c. author d. playwright 
519. While we were waiting, Jana........on the results of her exam 
 a) checks                b. checked               c.  is checking                 d.  had checked 
520. A/An ………is someone who has been hurt or killed by someone or something. 
 a. lecturer b. victim c. assistant d. fiancée 
521. When Hatem was visiting Barcelona, he became the .......... of a robbery. 
 a. result b. victim c.  fiancée d.  treason 
522. Ehab was wrongly.............. of cheating during an exam. 
 a. accused b. released c.  recognised d.  changed 
523. When there is a legal system, .............. has no place in society. 
 a.  concern b. review c. revenge d.  a victim 
524. He wants to………revenge on the judge who sent him to prison. 
 a. make b. give c. take d. do 
525. No sooner…….the poisoned cakes than he lost consciousness 
 a. does he eat b. had he eaten c. he had eaten d. he ate 
526. The spy was accused of high……..and was soon sentenced to death. 
 a. treason b. treacherous c. treasure d. treatment 
527. The girls were going to a restaurant after they.............................some shopping. 
 a) had done                  b) were doing                c) did                 d.  have done 
528. Ashraf brought a value present to his………… 
 a. fiancé b. finance c. fiancée d. attaché 
529. The students.......... to the plan to extend school hours until 4 pm. 
 a. reject b.  inject c. object d.subject 
530. Do we put people in prison because we want ..............or to reform them? 
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 a. revenge b. envy c.  victim d. fiancée 
531. The newspaper has a photo of a man with amnesia after a car accident. The police 

are asking if anyone ..............him. 
 a. accuses b. objects c.  revenges d. recognises 

532. I .............! This plan cannot go forward as it is. 
 a. accuse b.  release c. avoid d. object 
533. Al Daifi....................... to Turkey last year 
 a.  had gone                b. went                        c. has been              d. has gone 
534. You shouldn't leave a child................. in the house. 
 a. only b. alone c. lonely d. loneliness 
535. After Toka................. to the market, she made a delicious meal for us . 
 a. has gone                  b. goes                       c.  go                      d. had gone 
536. A group of us .............. the film already, so we didn't want to see it again 
 a. sees                                      b. had seen c.  have seen                      d. were seeing 
537. How many times.....to the north coast before you bought a chalet there? 
 a. are you been                 b.have you been              c.  had you been       d. were you 
538. Toka was so ..............of Farida’s new dress that she bought herself one. 
 a. concerned b.envious c.  victimized d.  cold 
539. Al Daifi is the ......... director of our local bank. 
 a. finances                         b. finance                      c.  financial                d.  financier 
540. Farmers are expecting to have a good……….this year. 
 a. news b. bread c. harvest d. grains 
541. He denied……..at the scene of the crime. 
 a. to be b. had been c. was d. being 
542. Folk songs were made up to describe important……..events. 
 a. history b. historical c. historian d. historic 
543. I’m hot today .how about………..to the beach? 
 a. gone b. going c. went d. go 
545. A well known…………is opening a new gym down town soon. 
 a. celerity b. certification c. celebration d. celebrity 
546. She promised………..me as soon as the plane lands. 
 a. to phone b. phoned c. would phone d. phones 
547. All countries have their traditional………..music. 
 a. folk b. water c. mission d. solid 
548. Huda admitted……….my pen without asking me. 

 a. borrow b.borrowed c. borrows d. borrowing 
549. My sister wants to play a traditional…………. 
 a. tool b. machine c. device d. instrument 
550. The stopped…….and put down her pen. 
 a. write b. to write c. written d. writing 
551. The world’s ancient wonders are great……….about the glory of the past. 
 a. cityscapes b. landscapes c. trademarks d. landmarks 
552. Don’t forget………your umbrella with you .it’s going to rain. 
 a. take b. taking c. to take d. took 
553. ………….are objects that explode with a coloured light during festivals. 
 a. artworks b. fireworks c. frameworks d. glassworks 
554. People admired Dr. Aisha for her courage in……….women’s rights. 
 a. promote b. promoting c. promotes d. promoted 
555. Military soldiers usually wear………..uniforms. 
 a. distinctive b. destructive c. detective d. distributive 
556. She often avoid………….with strangers as she is very shy. 
 a. speaks b. to speak c. speak d. speaking 
557. Thousands of people moved slowly in the………of the king’s funeral. 
 a. profession b. procession c. prediction d. position 
558. They suggested………..for a picnic in the park. 
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 a. to go b. goes c. has gone d. going 
559. Who is responsible…….this broken window? 
 a. for b. at c. with d. of 
560. We expect………the English test this year. 
 a. pass b. to passing c. to pass d. passing 
561. That plant has been………so that it gets lots of light. 
 a. explored b. brought up c. positioned d. set 
562. On my way to the station, I stopped………about Fatma. 
 a. asking b. ask c. asked d. to ask 
563. The………….lit up the sky on the day the president stepped down. 
 a. fireworks b. landmarks c. folks d. cures 
564. In1954, the government decides……….the high dam. 

 a. built b. building c. to build d. had built 
565. We……..that is the right time to test yourself before the final exam. 
 a. suggest b. offer c. show d. express 
567. For centuries, the wind has been used………..ships. 
 a. to sailing b. sailed c. sailing d. to sail 
568. Most creatures have some……….features. 
 a. common b. comment c. complain d. insulated 
569. While crossing the street, I ran into a friend who stooped………..my new address. 
 a. writing b. would write c. to write d. write 
570. It is…………….to drives carelessly specially in towns and cities. 
 a. responsible b. reasonable c. irresponsible d. respectable 
571. Do you enjoy……….to classical music? 
 a. listen b. listening c. listened d. to listen 
572. Dad just got an increase in his salary and we are all going out to……….. 
 a. celebrate b. object c. finance d. achieve 
573. Hala agreed……..to her young sister. 
 a. apologise b. to apologise c. to have apologised d. apologising 
574. Our local university offers a……….of language courses. 
 a. vary b. variety c. varying d. various 
575. When they came to a cafeteria, they stopped………. 
 a. eating b. to eat c. to eating d. to be eaten 
576. I don’t understand the………between (who) and (which). 
 a. objection b. decision c. refusal d. distinction 
577. He practices…………the guitar every day. 
 a. to play b. to be played c. to have played d. playing 
578. Young people are……….for protecting their country’s folk music. 
 a. surprised b. responsible c. ashamed d. famous 
579. I regretted…………her in public. 
 a. criticize b. to criticize c. criticizing d. to criticizing 
580. A/an……….of about ten thousand people moved slowly towards the kings palace. 
 a. procession b. deletion c. nomination d. organisation 

 
581. I don’t fancy……….that film .there is a lot of violence in it. 

 a. watch b. watched c. watches d. watching 
582. We scored a goal because the other team’s goalkeeper was in the wrong……. 
 a. promise b. speculation c. prediction d. position 
583. We all noticed that she avoided…………at us. 
 a. looks b. to look c. looking d.to be looked 
584. Whose………is it to make sure children arrive safely at school? 
 a. responsible b. responsibility c. response d.respond 
585. We’re planning………to Europe for our holiday next year. 
 a. flying b. to fly c.fly d. to flying 
586. Ginger has a very………taste .it is hotter than most spices. 
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 a. invisible b. regular c. similar d. distinctive 
587. My sister promised………me after school this afternoon. 
 a. meet b. to meet c. met d. meet 
588. Music has……….quite a bit since the 1950, from Elvis to Eminem. 
 a. evolved b. enjoyed c. eclipsed d. solved 
589. If I were you, I’d avoid………..into the city during the festival. 
 a. travelling b. to travel c.travel d. travelled 
590. Umm Kulthum always sang………. .She never joined another singer in a song. 
 a. folk b. gradually c. solo d. spontaneously 
591. I’ve just finished a novel……….the main character is an 8-years-old boy. 
 a. which b. whose c. in which d. who 
592. Most famous people don’t like to talk a lot about their……….lives. 
 a. personal b. positive c. suitable d. impressive 
593. He lost the book………..him last week. 
 a. which lent b. which I lent it c. I lent d. who lent 
594. Ramy earned a………in medicine from Cairo university. 
 a. licence b. degree c. roller d. role 
595. I don’t know with……….. speak about the loan. 
 a. who I should  b. who should I  c. whom I should  d. whom should I  
596. Violence films are popular……….a great number of children. 
 a. with b. to c. by d. about 
597. That is the school ……….I had my primary education. 

 a. in which b. whom c. whose d. when 
598. Have you heard? They’ve discovered a/an……….new treatment for flu. 
 a. effective b. useless c. real d. cruel 
599. I met the doctor…….car was stolen last week. 
 a. who b. whom c. whose d. which 
600. A fourteen-year old Japanese has become the youngest person to complete 

a……..voyage across the pacific ocean. 
 a. solo b. lonely c. deserted d. bilingual 
601. She used to go with her father to meetings ……….she learned to read and write. 
 a. at which b. which c. when d. that 
602. One cannot drive a car without a driving…………. 
 a. seatbelt b. licence c. leisure d. safeguard 
603. My parents have always……..me to work hard at school 
 a. discouraged b.  ignored c. encouraged d. neglected 
604. Dr. Aisha wrote many books on matters related to…………and religion. 
 a. cultured b. cultural c. culture d. culturally 
605. Name the actor………plays Salah el Deen. 
 a. which b. whom c. who d. whose 
606. She spent many years fighting for women’s….……. 
 a. opinions b. rights c. votes d. protests 
607. Sham el-Nessim is a day………..marks the beginning of spring. 
 a. which b. whose c. whom d. who 
608. Dr. Aisha Abd el-Rehman has……….powerfully for women’s rights. 
 a. promoted b. argued c. defended d. supported 
609. We’ll give a prize to the company………exports are good. 
 a. which b. who’s c. whose d. who 
610. I found university work very difficult, but my friends were always very……….. 
 a. encourage b. encouraging c. encouraged d. encouragement 
611. My brother and I have had a phone conversation………we discussed our plans. 
 a. which b. in which c. to which d. what 
612. She would be a good nurse. She has very kind………. 
 a. person b. personal c. persona d. personality 
613. Mohamed Nagy,…………is known as(gedo) ,is a famous football. 
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 a. who b. whom c. that d. which 
614. Nurses have an important………in looking after patients in a hospital. 
 a. rail b. role c. rule d. roll 
615. Samir’s house,……….had consumed all his savings ,left him with little money. 
 a. which b. who c. where d. in which 
616. Exercise can have a………effect on your health and fitness. 
 a. dead b. positive c. negative d. dangerous 
617. Can you please repeat the name of the medicine………..you just took? 
 a. where b. that c. who d. in which 
618. The……….form London to Cairo takes about four hours. 
 a. voyage b. flight c. round d. walk 
619. Jailan,………..lives on my street, said there was a problem with the water. 
 a. whom b. who c. which d. whose 
620. ……., I believe that everyone should study science at school. 
 a. person b. personally c. personal d. personality 
621. These are the fields………..we grow corn. 
 a. in which b. for which c. that d. at which 
622. Some students need more…….than others at school. 
 a. punishment b. negligence c. ignorance d. encouragement 
623. A…….flight is that in which the pilot alone without an instructor. 
 a. solo b. polo c. degree d. license 
624. Doctors are always trying to find effective………..for diseases. 
 a. concepts b. reform c. treatments d. definitions 
625. When I saw her, she was celebrating as she had got the PhD ……in law. 
 a. degree b. agree c. grade d. license 
626. It was a great football match .both team played very…………. 
 a. negatively b. positively c. carelessly d. randomly 
627. Her collection of painting is very……………. 
 a. impression b. impressed c. depressive d. impressive 
628. My uncle is in……..of the science department in a secondary school. 
 a. degree b. control c. charge d. licence 
629. Please tell me all……..happened to you in the accident. 

 a. what b. which c. that d. whose 
630. Some films are not………..for young children. 
 a. wrong b. right c. refusable d. suitable 
631. This is Toka about…….I talked to you.  
 a. whose b. whom c. that d. whose 
632. To……someone is to persuade them to do something by making them confident. 
 a. discourage b. encourage c. courage d. employ 
633. The first of October is the day…….I was born. 
 a. that b. when c. which d. whom 
634. Jana is optimistic .she has a……….attitude and thinks everything will turn out well.  
 a. dead b. positive c. negative d. dangerous 
635. As he was born……a wealthy family, he thought he didn’t have to work. 
 a. at b. into c. on d. for 
636. Mr Daifi is an………manager because he is a good listener. 
 a. observing b. effective c. admissions d. enjoyable 
637. To be…of something or someone is to be responsible for something or someone. 
 a. charger b. in exchange c. in charger d. change 
638. Being………..means that when you get a new idea, you go immediately with it and 

don’t stick to the same routine. 
 a. conventional b. traditional c. courageous d. spontaneous 
639. I tried to phone my friends,…..……..there was no answer. 
 a. although b. despite c. but d. because 
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640. He does not want to live a very……….life .he prefers excitement. 
 a. conventional b. risky c. dangerous d. exciting 
641. I don’t like this dress……..it fits me. 
 a. as b. because c. although d. because of 
642. Yehia Haqqi is one of the most…………writers in the Egyptian literature. 
 a. innocent b. medical c. influential d. scientific 
643. ………the boy was rescued at the end; the film had a sad story. 
 a. Because b. Although c. So d. Despite 
644. Though different in personality, Henry and his aunt get……………. 
 a. out of b. on hard c. away with d. on well 
645. ……..writing his novels, Haqqi translated French and Italian literature into Arabic. 

 a. because of b. as well as c. in addition d. in spite of 
646. There was great………..when our team won the football match. 
 a. procession b. dangerous c. attachment d. excitement 
647. It’s my mother birthday,……………I want to buy her a present. 
 a. because b. although c. so d. Despite 
648. My cousin is very………..and likes to travel to unknown places. 
 a. personal b. conventional c. suitable d. adventurous 
649. …………seeing the road accident, the motorists drove more carefully. 
 a. On b. Without c. Over d. Despite 
650. Thousands of people attended the……………of sheikh shaarawi after he died. 
 a. funeral b. lifestyle c. flight d. event 
651 I’ve felt extremely tired today……….I went to bed early last night. 

 a. although b. so c. because d. however 
652. She…………..sport as a very important part of her life. 
 a. thinks b. believes c. regards d. looks 
653. ……….his old age, my uncle is very energetic. 
 a. Although b. However c. Because of d. In spite of 
654. Charles dickens was one of the 19th century’s most famous………..  

 a. politicians b. gardeners c. storytellers d. bankers 
655. Samir has two sisters……….of them are older than him. 
 a. none b. both c. each d. neither 
656. Children who……….other children at school should be sent home. 
 a. bully b. amaze c. pull d. surprised 
657. ………….the bad weather, the match was played. 
 a. Although b. However c. Despite d. because 
658. I’m not as…………as my friend .she does things as soon as she thinks of them. 
 a. spontaneous b. aggressive c. selfish d. hesitant 
659. The children couldn’t play indoors any more,…….they went to the club instead. 
 a. for b. because c. Although d. so 
660. My brother is very………….he went on an expedition to the mountains last year. 
 a. selfish b. dull c. adventurous d. mysterious 
661. ………I spent a lot of money, I didn’t get what I wanted 

 a. Because b. Although c. So as to d. However 
662. In some countries, it is the………..to shake hands whenever you meet someone. 
 a. insult b. murder c. crime d. convention 
663. He went to school………..he had a bad cold. 
 a. however b. because c. although d. unless 
664. I didn’t have much money,………..I bought a cheap shirt. 
 a. so b. because c. although d. despite 
665. The old man is not happy……….his big fortune. 
 a. although b. however c. but d. despite 
666. Some people ………. playing computer games as a waste of time. 
 a. regain b. regard c. restore d. remind 
667. He woke up very late,………..he didn’t catch the train. 
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 a. although b. however c. because d. so 
668. Despite his being known as a difficult man, I ………. very well with him.  
 a. get on b. get up c. get off d. get in 
669. Toka passed her exam…….….being ill. 
 a. although b. despite c. because of d. but 
670. While……….Egypt, tourists enjoy sightseeing. 
 a. was visiting b. visiting c. visited d. was visited 
671. They, as well as, he…………to school by bus. 
 a. go b. goes c. going d. has gone 
672. Mr Ahmed likes to do his ................ at the ATM or online. 
 a.  books b. banking c. research d. finance 
673. …………intelligent he is, he got low marks. 
 a. Although b. However c. Despite d. As 
674. When little children get too much ................, they can't sleep or even sit quietly. 
 a. excitement b.  influence c. lifestyle  d. regard 
675. He lost his job…………his good record. 
 a. Although b. because c. in spite of d. so that 
676. The wedding was................The bride wore a long white dress, and the groom wore a suit. 
 a. spontaneous b.  influential c. adventurous d.  conventional 
677. I wouldn’t have taken you to the theatre,…….you didn’t ask me. 

 a. Despite b.so c. but d. while 
678. Jana has a quiet ................. She almost never goes out after work.  
 a.  funeral b. lifestyle c. adventure d.  flight 
679. ………..his old age, he is still energetic. 
 a. Despite b. Although c. While d. Because of 
680. Everyone at Uncle Sami's ................ wore black, and most of them were crying. 
 a.  funeral b. convention c.  party d.  banking 
681. ………..Ali had an injury in his left leg, he finished the match 
 a. So b. Although c. Because d. when 
682. .......... losing her arm in a car accident, Jana was always positive 
 a. Despite  b.  Because c.  Although d. While 
683. ………..Robinson Crusoe is along book, I finished it very quickly. 
 a. So b. Because c. Although d. Despite 
684. Rolex watches are costly.................. they are made with expensive materials 
 a. but  b. when c. because d. although 
685. ................. her poor behaviour, Jana is a really sweet boy 
 a.  While  b. Despite c. Although d. But 
686. I like that photograph on your computer………… 
 a. front b. film c. glass d. screen 
687. Petrol and oil………as much as they are today. 
 a. isn’t used b. hasn’t been used c. won’t be used d. wasn’t used 
688. The cover of my book is made of……… 
 a. rubber b. glass c. wood d. cardboard 

 
689. I’ll have finished doing my homework…………8o’clock pm tomorrow. 
 a. on b. at c. for d. by 
690. I’m going to………….some information about space invasion from the internet. 
 a. download b. overload c. upload d. unload 
691. By this time next year, the new school will……. 
 a. have built b. built c. be building d. have been built 
692. A/an…………….is a set of books dealing with every branch of human knowledge. 
 a. encyclopedia b. brochure c. literature d. anti-media 
693. I won’t be able to talk to you all the day tomorrow because…………my homework. 

 a. would be doing b. would do c. will be doing d. may do 
694. There is a special………..in our kitchen for cutting vegetables. 
 a. budget b. bracelet c. gadget d. saw 
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695. The new hospital………..built by next June. 
 a. going to b. will have been c. has been d. will being 
696. ……..is a way to reuse materials such as paper rather than throwing them away. 
 a. recycling b. bleaching c. mixing d. pressing 
697. Scientists predict that mobile phones……….smaller in the future. 
 a. will make b. will have made c. will be made d. will have been made 
698. My brother is really………….about all kinds of books .he likes reading. 
 a. interested b. keen c. active d. enthusiastic 
699. I think one day every new book………..as an e-book. 
 a. will publish b.is published c. is publishing d. will be published 
700. If you want to get that dirt out of your shirt, you need to……….it in hot water  
 a. press b. soak c. recycle d.dry 
701. All the efforts…………to increase our products. 
 a. would be making b. will make c. will have made d. will be made 
702. Some people……. Their teeth so they look very white and shiny. 
 a. soak b. bleach c. press d. pull 
703. In the future, most of our work………….by machines. 
 a. will be doing b. has been done c. will do d. will be done 
704. Nader is really……..about all kinds of sport .he loves playing and watching it. 
 a. interested b. active c. keen d. enthusiastic 
705. In the future, solar heating……….in homes and industry. 
 a. is used b. will be used c. are used d. would be used 
706. The best thing about a……..is that you can easily carry it and read it at any time. 
 a. paper packet b. paper box c. paper back d. paper pack 
707. In the future, shopping………on the internet. 
 a. will be done b. will do c. has been done d. was done 
708. That play is very popular .you’d better check the………..of tickets. 
 a. available b. unavailable c. availability d. un availability 
709. Most of our shopping………done on the internet in the coming few years. 

 a. will have b. will c. will be d. shouldn’t be 
710. Her brother hasn’t shown any………..for any sport of any kind. 
 a.entice b. enthusiastic c. enthusiast d. enthusiasm 
711. By 3 o’clock tomorrow, all the tickets will………out. 
 a. sell b. sold c. be selling d. have been sold 
712. My father is a golf………. .He plays and watches it on TV whenever he can. 
 a. passer b. caller c. pacifist d. enthusiast 
713. By this time next week, the exam results will……….. 
 a. publish b. be publishing c. have published d. have been published 
714. If you like to shop on line, this website has many new and used books………. 
 a. found b. authored c. written d. available 
715. Scientists say that by 2020, the glaciers in Montana………… 
 a. are melting b. will have melted c. will melt d.will have been melted 

 
716. We try to……….paper, plastic and batteries to help our environment. 
 a. include b.mix c. reserve d. recycle 
717. Environmentalists hope that in the next ten years more electricity………by alternative 

energies. 
 a. will be produced b. has been produced c. will have been produced d. is being produced 
718. I…………….my ambition when I became an engineer. 
 a. won b. got c. made d. achieved 
719. Samia asked hala…………she was doing anything the next day. 
 a. unless b. whether c. without d. except 
720. Don’t be easily defeated .keep……………..yourself. 
 a. discouraging b. encouraging c. appointing d. demotivating 
721. Taha’s mother asked him where………… 
 a. he had been b. he has been c. had he been d. has he been 
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722. I’m afraid you did your best, but your……………….in the project isn’t good enough. 
 a. community b. sound c. neighbourhood d. achievement 
723. He asked me if I knew that…………….. 
 a. had she been ill b. she had been ill c. she has been ill d. has she been ill 
724. After working for 10 hours, I feel as I have…………..nothing. 
 a. achieved b. launcged c. succeeded d. acknowledge 
725. Omar wondered where the charger……….. 

 a. puts b. is putting c. was put d. is put 
726. Ahmed made a……….decision when he decided to give an hour a week to charity. 
 a. continuous b. conventional c. conscienentious d. confidential 
727. The doctor………me to walk 5km every day. 
 a. said b. told c. spoke d. talked 
728. Mr.ali is very...................he wants to have a company of his own. 
 a. ambitious b. grateful c. graceful d. sociable 
729. Kamal trained……….attack thieves. 
 a. to his dog b. his dog c. his dog to d. to his dog to 
730. The………….is someone who speaks or acts for you or for a company. 
 a. presenter b. advertiser c.representative d. educator 
731. The interviewer asked how…………about working abroad. 
 a. would I feel b. I would feeling c. I would feel d. would I to feel 
732. My sister got……………..before she was accepted for the job. 
 a. a meeting b. an interview c. a visit d. a conference 
733. My professor suggested………..a chemistry course. 
 a. that I take b. me to take c. to take d. me take 
734. All his dreams and…………..came true. 
 a. promotion b. protection c. ambitions d. ambiguity 
735. He wanted to know whether anyone…………the book he was reading. 
 a. had seen b. has seen c. sees d. saw 
736. When there is a lot of………., people only care about themselves and not others. 
 a. skill b. achievement c. greed d. procession 
737. At the weekend, my aunt asked me what I………since we last met. 
 a. did b. was doing c. have done d. had been doing 
738. More than one hundred……….sent their CVs after we advertised the job opening. 
 a. applicants b. employees c. employers d. trainees 
739. Karim is the most…………..player in our team. 
 a. skill b. skeleton c. skilful d. skull 
740. Amr comes to work on time, he works hard, and he's honest.hes………….. 
 a. well-organised b. fluent c. sociable d. conscientious 
741. To get my degree, I have to complete and pass five out of the six……………… 

 a. trades b. modules c. models d. gadgets 
742. My grandfather…………this company sixty years ago. 
 a. achieved b. established c. enrolled d. qualified 
743. Most of the houses in our……………are quite old. 
 a. neighbourly b. neighbourhood c. neighbouring d. neighbours 
744. I need some medicine for my headache .Is there a...........near here? 
 a. depression b. pharmacy c. department d. neighbourhood 
745. Sara is…………….in three language: Arabic, English and German. 
 a. aggressive b. mysterious c. affluent d. fluent 
746. My sister hasn’t finished her course yet .she's still………… 
 a. a trainer b. an employee c. an employer d. a trainee 
747. Even though he has only been here for six months, he can speak English............. 
 a. affluently b. fluently c. badly d. sufficiently 
748. I have very poor technical………..could you help me fix my computer. 
 a. effects b. measures c. capacities d. skills 
749. ……….is perhaps the most important language skill. 
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 a. Jealousy b. Envy c. Fluency d. Effectiveness 
750. To be sent into exile means to be…………to leave your country. 
 a. forced b. formed c. allowed d. permitted 
751. The police warned us………..out at night. 
 a. not going b. not to go c. to not going d. not go 
752. Many people's jobs and businesses were affected by the economic……………. 
 a. impression b. depression c. compression d. sub mission 
753. The best writers force their readers………….about serious questions. 

 a. to think b. thinking c. think d. thought 
754. A well-known…………..is opening a new gym downtown soon. 

 a. celerity b. certification c. celebration d. celebrity 
755. The weather forecast can…………..the weather of the following day. 
 a. provide b. prevent c. pretend d. predict 
756. My elder brother is a Nile TV channel…...whose job is to report news from London. 
 a. agent b. client c. correspondent d. representative 
757. A…….is a store where medicines are prepared and sold.  

 a. pharmacy b. clinic c. bakery d. lab 
758. Don’t be easily defeated. Keep…………..…..yourself. 
 a. discouraging b. encouraging c. demotivating d. appointing 
759. We've just moved into this…and don’t know our way around yet  
 a. neighbourhood b. neighbourly c. neighbouring d. neighbour 
760. I think someone may have...........today's newspaper by mistake. 
 a. wasted b. thrown c. refused d. thrown a way 
761. I have worked very hard this year, so Im hoping for……….at work. 
 a. permission b. promotion c. persuasion d. prescription 
762. They gave a………….report about the company's problem. 
 a. signing b. stinging c. bringing d. reading 
763. It was his mother who encouraged him………a writer. 
 a. became b. becoming c. becomes d. to become 
764. ………., the proposal he put forward was disapproved of and rejected. 
 a. Luckily b. Fortunate c. Fortunately d. Unfortunately 
765. Did she invite you…….her wedding? 
 a. to attend b. will attend c. attending d. attend 
766. The first thing I was asked about in the interview was my academic ……….. 
 a. deterioration b. qualifications c. classification d. qualified 
767. A…….is someone whose job is to report news from a distant place . 
 a. correspondent b. correspondence c. corruption d. presenter 
768. A…….is someone who swims under water with breathing equipment.  
 a. pearl  b. diver c. driver d. servant 
769. Steinbeck was a very private person who hated………. 
 a. publicity b. policy c. publication d. modesty 
770. To remain……..…, individual must be good at the jobs they are doing. 
 a. employment b. employ c. employable d. enjoyable 
771. I warned you……..befriend such a nasty boy. 
 a. to b. don’t  c. not to d. don’t to 
772. She's always…….and enjoys the company of others.  
 a. social b. sociable c. celeorates d. celebrated 
773. Adel Imam is one of the most famous……..of stage and screen. 

 a. celebrations b. celebrities c. celeorates d. celebrated 
774. A……is someone who works in the civil service.  
 a. civil servant b. civil war c. civil engineer d. civilization 
775. This old man has a…………..for meanness. 
 a. reformation b. reputation c. reputable d. famous 
776. An………..is someone who has formally asked for a job, etc, especially in writing.  
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 a. appliance b. application c. accountant d. applicant 
777. A…….is one of the parts that a course of study is divided into. 
 a. model b. module c. modem d. modest 
778. Who taught you…….such a clever swimmer? 
 a. being b. bee c. to be d. are 
779. I don’t want……..my job. So, I'm taking a course on computing.  
 a. lose b. to lose c. losing d. will lose 
780. Who informed you………here?  
 a. to come b. coming c. to come d. comes 
781. Don’t expect me……such nonsense. 
 a. believing b. believed c. to believe d. believe  
782. She didn’t see her brother yesterday. He……..the flat very early. 

 a. must have left b. can't have left c. can't leave d. must leave 
783. I travelled by train, but I………….by car. 
 a. might have travelled b. could travel c. can travel d. could have travelled 
784. It began to rain and there were no taxis. at last I……..arrive home. 
 a. couldn't b. was able to c. wasn't able to d. managed 
785. I'm bored at work. My dad's advice is that I…….try a different kind of job. 
 a. might b. mustn't c. will d. should 
786. When we were children, we didn’t have e-mails so we……..write letters. 
 a. must b. had to c. have to d. has to 
787. When you go to Rome, you……..visit the colesseum .it's a fantastic monument. 
 a. must b. could c. might d. need to 
788. At her first school, she……..wear a blue uniform. 
 a. had  b. must c. could d. has 
789. I really…….phone my parents to tell them Im going to be late home today. 

 a. need b. must c. can d. could 
790. You........take that bus .there's another one in ten minutes. 
 a. don't have to b. mustn't c. cant d. don't need 
791. You don’t need………..add more salt to this dish. 
 a. for b. on c. to d. of 
792. My friend is thinking of……….on a finance course at the business college. 
 a. applying b.joining c. enrolling d. entering 
793. A/an……….student is a university or college student who is older than25. 
 a. stupid b. mature c. elderly d. genius 
794. He isn’t……….for this special works. 
 a. magnified b. quantified c. liquefied d. qualified 
795. Mom got…………at work and now she has a lot more responsibility. 
 a. a module b. an achievement c. a scorpion d. a promotion 
796. My uncle is a teacher in the language………..at our local school. 
 a. delegation b. company c. organisation d. department 
797. If I were you, I'd take her advice. You……take it. 
 a. shouldn’t  b. mustn't c. ought to d. will 
798. To get a…………..means you have to make outstanding achievements. 
 a. motion b. mission c. permission d. poromotion 
799. Most European countries have a………..climate hot in summer and cold in winter. 
 a. unworthy b. different c. similar d. devoted 
800. The company………training courses for its employees. 
 a. qualifies b. provides c. promotes d. practises 
801. Most of the people in my university group are in their twenties, but there are also 

three…………students. 
 a. single b. immature c. selfish d. mature 
802. Many teenagers think that they have the………..to understand life properly. 
 a. maturity b. mortality c. majority d. morality 
803. There is no oxygen in space, so you…………breathe normally. 
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 a. must b. mustn't c. can d. can't 
804. A good director is the one who………….his employees' efforts. 
 a. neglects b. degrades c. communicates d. appreciates 
805. It would be a good idea to stop smoking, so you…….…do that. 

 a. may b. might c. should d. needn't 
806. I think that the new skills in this course will make you more………… 
 a. employment b. employer c. unemployed d. employable 
807. A astronauts…….practise doing everyday activities without gravity. 
 a. has to b. have to c. have been d. had been 
808. ،،distance learning،،is when the teacher and student are in…….places. 
 a. near b. same c. different d. nice 
809. If you can't dictate your conditions, you……..negotiate. 
 a. will b. should c. need d. ought 
810. Young people need to understand that learning must be……… 
 a. limited b. temporary c. temperate d. lifelong 
811. You…….go over 90 kilometres an hour. it is the maximum speed limit. 
 a. mustn't b. don't have to c. don’t need to d. needn't 
812. I am a young…………..in a big company and I am very ambitious. 
 a. employee b. employer c. employed d. employment 
813. They left two hours ago, so they………..arrived by now. it's not far. 
 a. must b. must have c. can't have d. have 
814. "Did you go to the party?"       - No, I …………….. 
 a.  didn't invite      b.  hadn't invited       c.  wasn't invited        d.  invited 
815. Neither of us spoke. We …….. . 
 a.  neither spoke b.  either spoke c. both didn't speak  d.  also didn't speak 
816. Space…………. can take several years.  
 a.  launches b.  mansions c.  missions d. stations 
817. " The prisoner of Zenda" ............Hope few months to write it. 
 a.  left b.  spent c.  gave d. took 
818. He left all his savings to his son in his ………. 
 a.  hand b.  will c.   memory     d.  fan         
819. Volcanoes, earthquakes and storms are all natural …………..  
 a. phenomena b.  criterion        c.   criteria        d.  phenomenon 
820. Some people ……… long distances while others work close to home. 
 a.  communicate b.   commute c.  complain d.  compete 
821. Education is future………….. for country and its young people.  
 a.  investment b.  wish c.  desire d.  achievement 
822. What a pity! He’s bleeding terribly. He … an accident.  
 a.  can’t have had b.  may have had c.  must have had d.should not have had 
823.  It was a truly...............evening. We enjoyed ourselves a lot.  
 a.  lovingly b.   loveable     c.   loving   d.    lovely     
824.  Can you count how..................grains of sand are on a beach? 
 a.  much b.  many c.  some d.  any   
825. The noise................her a headache yesterday.  
 a.     took        b.  made c.  gave d. did               
826. I'm glad I've got him as a friend, not an...................  
 a.  ambitious b.  envious c.  enemy d. elderly   
827. The sun is at…. strongest at midday.   
 a.  it's b.  here's c.  its d.  hers 
828. If I had written work, I .............. it at once.   
 a.  would do b.  did c.   am doing d.  would have done   
829. He admitted that he …… late the night before.  
 a.  has arrived b.  arrives c.  to arrive d.  had arrived 
830. Agatha Christie is the queen of English crime ………. .  
 a.  fraction b.  fiction c.  attraction d.  construction 
831. Souad ……. remembered our phone number because she called us today. 
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 a.  might have b.  mustn’t have c.  can’t have d.  must have 
832. People usually ………… to book their holidays every year. 
 a.  queue b.  string c.  vote d. stand 
833. The dentist told me that he........able to treat me until the next day. 
 a.  won't be b.  wouldn't be c.  hadn't been d. hasn't been 
834. Dalia spent three days in hospital to ………… after her accident. 
 a.  commit b.  recuperate  c.  excavate      d.   profess        
835. My new trousers are too long, so my mother is going to……them for me.)  
 a.   broaden b.  shorten           c.   deepen        d.  widen 
836. The ……were stuck in the metro for three hours because of a power failure.  
 a.  diameters b.   regions c. commuters   d.  cliffs 
837. Nurses are part of the medical …… 
 a.  profession b.  confession    c.  procession d.  confusion 
838. When you…….…….the truth, you'll change your mind.  
 a.  have known b.  knew c.  are known d.  had known 
839. The lady…….…….of the murder is thought to be innocent. 
 a.  suspects b.  is suspected      c.   suspected      d.  was suspected       
840. 11. I was too tired to have the…….…….to get out of bed.  
 a.  engine b.  energy c.  engagement d. fight    
841. …….…….you invest your capital well, you won't make a profit.  
 a. If          b. Without   c.  In case d.  Unless              
842. Since I graduated, I ………. in this bank. 
 a.  will work b.  has worked c.  worked d. have been working  
843. Zeinab's biographical accounts of her life...........by her brother Ahmed.   
 a.  were written b.  was written c.  wrote d.  had written 
844. I...............a car accident while coming to school. 
 a.  was seeing b.  saw c. see d.  have seen   
845. Magdi Yacoub was one of the first heart transplant................  
 a.  captains b.  players c.  pioneers d.  astronauts 
846. No one is sure where Ali is, but we think he ……….gone to see his uncle. 
 a.  needn't have b.  can’t have c.  might have d.  must have 
847. The molten rock heats underground ……………..of water. 
 a.  spies b.  leaks c.  lakes d.  looks 
848. These are my plans for the summer holidays. First of all , I ……..to Alex. 
 a.  will go   b.  am going to go c.  are going d. have gone 
849. After hitting her head in an accident, Soha couldn’t remember anything . 

Doctors think she has ……………  
 a.  influenza b.  amnesia c.  diabetes d. fever 
850.  Politics …………….. popular at this university.  
 a. has   b.  are c.  be      d.  is   

       
851. Nurses are part of the medical ………………………  
 a. profession    b. work          c.  job         d.  career 
852. They report that two people …………in the explosion.  
 a.  were killed b.  killed c.  have killed d.  are to kill 
853. ………… is entertainment that helps people to forget about their worries.  
 a.  Debate b.  Escapism c.  Publication d.  Coronation 
845. …………………..you have any problem, give me a ring immediately.  
 a.  Were b.  Should c.  Unless d.  Had 
854. When I was at school, I won a poetry writing…………. 
 a.  race b.   article     c. competition   d.  game       
855. She asked me whether ………there before . 
 a.  I had been b.  I went c.      I go                    d.   Had I been 
856. The mother used ……….. to remove the paint stain on the coat. 
 a.  turpentine           b.  gasoline c.  sap d.  petrol              
857. Many people ……………….vegetables in their gardens .  
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 a.  growing b.  are grown c. grow   d.  is grown 
858. He spent three days in hospital to ……..after his operation. 
 a. commemorate b.  recuperate c.  excavate d. create   
859. He is flying to London at the weekend. His flight ……………..at 5.30 . 
 a.  leaving b.  leaves c.  left   d.  leave   
860. The doctor assured us that there would be no………from the medicine. 
 a.  side lights b.  side shows  c.  side effects d.  side burns 
861. My brother gave me a ………of science fiction stories for my birthday.  
 a.  composition b.  collection c. compound   d.  combination 
862. According to the police, the main ………….. for a stolen painting is a blonde woman in the 

fourth decade . 
 a. suspect   b.  inspector c.  accusation d.  accuser 
863. Farah favourite musical ………… is the violin. 
 a. player b.  equipment c.  instrument d. tool 
864. Your ……cards have to be shown before entering the chairman's office.  
 a. status b. identity c. marital d. mobile 
865. The giant drilling machine dug a tunnel with a …. of over 15 metres.  
 a.  diameter b.  thermometer c.  parameter      d.  passage         
866. Unusual weather is becoming more ………….. at present. 
 a.  scare   b.  rare           c.  favourite         d.  common 
867. The rainbow is a ……………….that occurs after it has just rained. 
 a. phenomenon b.   draught c. eclipse   d.  theory 
868. My grandfather cannot read the newspapers now because there is something wrong with his 

………….. 
 a.  sigh b.  view c.  preview d.  sight 
869. Sally's father asked her where ................ 
 a. she had been   b.  had she been c.  has she been d.  she has been 
870. …………… the developments in medical research, many patients would have died. 
 a.  If it weren't for b. In case of       c. Without     d.  Unless       
871. My parents promised me that they …….….me a laptop if I succeeded. 
 a.  might buy b.  will buy c. buy   d.  have bought   
872. It can't be denied that Naguib Mahfouz was an expert …..........Egyptian culture. 
 a.   of          b. with   c.  on d. by               
873. Important laws ………….. by the Parliament lately. 
 a.  was passed  b.  are passed  c. have been passed   d.  has been passed  
874. The passengers' luggage ……. searched carefully at the airport customs.  
 a.  was b. has   c. were   d.  had 
875. ………….. mobiles is cheap nowadays.  
 a. Used   b.  Use c. Using    d.  User   
876. Tourism is expected …………. in the near future. 
 a.  to grow b.  will grow c. is growing    d.  does grow 
876. This medicine is safe. There are no.......................... 
 a. top effects    b. side effects      c. leaks       d. waste  
877. I'm going to have lunch with friends tomorrow. We are......... at the restaurant at 12.30. 
 a. will meet  b.  going to meet    c. would meet     d. meet  
878. The ................... between Cairo and my town is 650 kilometres. 
 a. district    b. area    c.  distance      d.  space  
879. It is hard to walk in space because there is no ........................ . 
 a.  gravity    b. waiting                 c.  spin                  d.  air  
880. In Britain children .................... secondary school from the age of 11 
 a. go        b. Intend                 c. share              d. attend  
881. Most furniture ...................... from wood. 
 a. made  b. is made  c. make               d. makes  
882. Many people ........................ vegetables in their gardens. 
 a. growing  b. are grown  c. grow  d. is grown  
883. In very hot weather, ice cream turns to............................... 
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 a.  water  b.  soft                      c. liquid               d. solid  
884. We call oil and coal ......................... fuels. 
 a.  fossil  b.  old  c.  renewable  d. waste  
885. She .... an archaeologist when she leaves university. That is a plan. 
 a. become  b. is going to become  c.   will become    d. am becoming   
886. He is flying to London at the weekend. His flight ................... at 5.30  
 a. leaving        b.  leaves                 c.   leave             d.  left  
887. We don't have ..................... time. We'll have to hurry. 
 a.   many  b.   some  c.  much  d.  lot  
888. My friend and I look very different, but our personalities are ............. 
 a. alike            b. common  c.  like  d.  same  
889. Six months .......................... half a year. 
 a. are  b. is  c.   be  d.   am  
890. The walls of the ................... were built to protect the town. 
 a. pyramid  b.  mission  c.  castle  d.  house  
891. I am writing ......................... that my teacher asked for. 
 a. essay          b. a essay  c. the essay  d. that essay  
892. I expect I................................. you at the weekend. 
 a.  am seeing  b.  am going to see   c.  I'll see              d.  see  
893.  After the accident, the doctor ........................ her to check she was not injured. 
 a.  examined  b.   looked at            c.  tested      d.  studied  
894. Do you have ......................... free time this afternoon?. 
 a.  a    b.  the     c.  many  d.   any  
895. We went to the opening of a new school last week. It was a very interesting................. 
 a.   occasion     b.  time                  c.   view                d.  situation  
896. Petrol……………….……… from oil. 
 a.  made         b.  is made                c.  makes              d.  are made'  
897. Wind and wave power are typos of………………………….. energy. 
 a.  new  b.  waste  c. renewable  d.  cheap  
898. When I was younger, I ......................... go swimming every day. 
 a.  usually  b.  used    c.  use                   d.  used to  
899. My sister .......... at university for three years. She comes home every weekend 
 a.  is  b.   has  been  c.  is  being  d.  had been  
900. The police think he did it. He is the main............................. . 
 a.  suspect  b.   pioneer  c.   publisher  d.  agent  
901. I really enjoy reading Agatha Christie novels. I particularly like her ……………. 
 a.  way  b. style  c.    system  d.  design  
902. It.................... that air travel will become more popular in the future. 
 a. is thought      b.  was thought        c.    thought          d.   thinks  
903. He did nothing wrong. He's........................... 
 a. suspect  b.  guilty  c.   innocent  d.  sensible  
904. If he doesn't get eight hours sleep every night, he ................... really tired the next day. 
 a. will feel         b. feels  c. would feel         d.  is feeling  
905. If I have any free time tomorrow, ………….for a walk in the park. 
 a.  I went           b. I go                  c.   I'd go               d.    I'll go  
906. The piano is our favourite musical............................. 
 a. tool  b.   instrument          c.   equipment  d.   device  
907. Her uncle can't remember his accident. The doctor thinks he may………..… 
 a.   phobia  b.  a headache         c. amnesia  d.  injury  
908. Don't worry. I'm sure ............................ them again soon 
 a. you see        b. you're going to see  c. you'll see   d.  you're seeing  
909. Wanting friends is part of human............................. 
 a.  nature          b.  conflict                 c.  will                  d.  life  
910. They have just received this photo as an e-mail………………. 
 a.  post              b.  attachment          c.   letter              d.   part  
911. lightning is a dangerous but natural .............................. 
 a.   Sight           b.  response             c.   eclipse            d.   phenomenon  
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912. She didn't see her brother this morning. He .......... the flat very early 
 a.  must leave   b.  must have left     c.  can't have left   d.  can't leave  
913. He left his glasses at school yesterday. I'm hoping someone ......... found them. 
 a.  must have    b.  might have          c.  can't have        d.  can have  
914. The quickest way for Sawsan to get to school is to ................ a train 
 a.  go  b.  bring  c.  come              d.  take  
915. That plant has been ........................... so that it gets lots of light 
 a.   explored      b.  raised               c.  positioned        d.  put  
916. Taha's mother asked him where ....................... . 
 a. had he been    b.  he had been    c.   has he been   d.  he has been  
917. She promised she ........................ me as soon as the plane landed 
 a.  will phone    b.  phoned             c.  would phone    d.  phones  
918. Is that someone............................ on our door? I'll see who it is. 
 a.  hitting          b.  knocking           c.   smashing        d.  beating  
919. Their uncle is a scientist. He's.....research into new forms of energy. 
 a.   making        b.    taking                 c.   getting             d.  doing 
920. If you ........................ earlier, you wouldn't have missed your train. 
 a.  had left     b.  would have left    c.   leave         d.   left  
921. ...................................... you work harder, you'll fail your exam. 
 a.  If                   b. Unless                c.    When             d.  As  
922. I'm hot today. How about .............................. to the beach? 
 a.  gone            b. going                  c.   went                d.   go  
923. Accidents ...................... more frequently when the roads are busy. 
 a.  take part      b.  come in                c.  cause               d.  occur          
924. You'll have to hurry. Your lesson....................... in half an hour. 
 a. starts                b. is going to start           c. will start                      d. start 
925. That tower is one of the town's most famous................................. 
 a. landmarks                   b. marks               c. events                         d. products 
926.  I'd like to get a job in the medical........................................ 
 a. work                             b. career               c. occupation               d. profession 
927. I wish I ........................ where I left my jacket. 
 a. know                    b. had known              c. knew                   d. could know 
928.  Heba wishes she. ............ all her money last the weekend. 
 a. didn't spend           b. doesn't spend          c. hasn't spent            d. hadn't spent 
929.  My brother ................. his ambition when he became a doctor. 
 a. achieved               b. won                           c. got                          d. made 
930.  After the storm, there was a huge... ..…….. of water on the roads. 
 a. floods                   b. number                      c. amount                   d. lot 
931. Sara felt ill all night because she............. too much the day before. 
 a. had eaten              b. was eating                 c. eats                    d. has eaten 
932. Hamdi was very tired yesterday evening because he….... for a school test all day. 
 a. has revised            b. had been revising      c. revised              d. revising 
933. I really ............... to very loud music in public places. 
 a. disagree              b. argue                   c. can't stand                  d. object 
934. I ................... him when he returned from a year abroad. He looked so different. 
 a. recognize               b. remember               c. see                     d. look 
935. My friend suggested ................ for a picnic in the park. 
 a. go                 b. to go c. going                       d. goes 
936. We're planning.................... to Europe for our holiday next year. 
 a. f1ying                b. to fly                c. fly                          d. to flying 
937. In some countries, people ...the end of the year on December 31st 
 a. enjoy                 b. celebrate          c. have fun            d. party 
938.  In our town, there are musicians who play……………….... music. 
 a. tradition              b. national          c. folk                   d. historical     
939. Whose ............. is it to make sure children arrive safely at school? 
 a. responsible           b. responsibility         c. response          d. respond   
940. Five pounds....................... a lot for a cup of coffee. 
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 a. are                        b. cost                  c. pay                             d. is 
941. In some countries, people use a passport instead of ………card 
 a. an identity           b. an individual c. a national               d. a personal            
942. Sayed .......... the train. He was at the station half an hour before the train left. 
 a. can't miss           b.can't have missed     c. must have missed       d. didn't miss 
943. My friend advised me to see a doctor. I wish I....her advice now. 
 a. took                  b. take                 c. had taken                d. have taken 
944. Did they ever discover the …………of the fire? 
 a. reason               b. purpose                  c. explanation                   d. cause 
945. My sister promised ............... me after school this afternoon. 
 a. meeting           b. to meet                    c. met                               d. meet 
946. I've just finished a novel...........the main character is an 80-year-old man. 
 a. which              b. in which                  c. who                              d. whose 
947. Have you heard? They've discovered a/an……... new treatment for flu. 
 a. effective               b. useless                   c. real                             d. cruel 
948. She........................sport as a very important part of her life. 
 a. thinks                  b. believes                  c. regards                       d. looks 
949. On.....that he had passed his driving test, Taha was very happy. 
 a.  heard                  b. he heard                 c. to hear                        d. hearing 
950. There was great …….….when our team won the football match. 
 a. procession          b. imprisonment        c. excitement              d. attachment 
951. He wasn't getting enough exercise…… he joined a sports club 
 a. because              b. despite                c. and                            d. so 
952. I've seen an interesting article on the internet which I have ....... onto my computer. 
 a. received               b. downloaded              c. done                    d. written 
953. By this time next week, the exam results will...............................  
 a.have published  b.have been published c. publish     d. be publishing 
954. I like that photograph on your computer..................... 
 a. glass                    b. screen                  c. film                        d. front 
955. Nader is really .................about all kinds of sport. He loves playing and watching it. 
 a. interested            b. active                    c. enthusiastic             d. keen 
956. In some modern homes, water.............. by energy from the sun. 
 a. are heated               b. heat c. is heated              d. is heating 
957. My daily ............... starts when my alarm clock goes off at 6.30. 
 a. routine                     b. habit                c. custom              d. way 
958. There's water all over the floor.Someone...to turn off the shower 
 a. must forget                                                                  b. must have forgotten c. can't have forgotten                                                     d. can have forgotten 
959. Her parents ……….... have meetings with the teachers at her school. 
 a. totally                  b. gradually                   c. slowly   d. regularly 
960. they have just had a phone conversation.............. we discussed our holiday plans. 
 a. which                   b. in which             c. what                       d. to which 
961. At the weekend, my aunt asked me what I…..since we last met. 
 a. did                     b. had been doing c. have done              d. was doing              
962. Teachers are always encouraging their students to be ……..and hard-working. 
 a. common             b. conventional         c. conscientious d. confusing              
963. He wanted to know whether anyone..… the book he was reading. 
 a. had seen             b. has seen            c. sees                         d. saw 
964. My sister hasn't finished her course yet. She's still...................... 
 a. a trainer  b. an employee     c. an employer   d. a trainee 
965. The best writers force their readers ……. about serious questions 
 a. to think                  b. thinking                    c. thought                  d. think 
966. A new supermarket in our town was opened by a well-known …...... yesterday. 
 a. celebrity              b. famous                 c. character                d. somebody 
967. I think someone may have............. today's newspaper by mistake. 
 a. wasted            b. away thrown   c. refused                 d. thrown        
968. I really ................. phone my parents to tell them I'm going to be late home today. 
 a. need                     b. must                          c. can                       d. could 
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969. At her first school, she .......................... to wear a blue uniform. 
 a. had                          b. must                         c. could                       d. has 
970. He is thinking of………on a Business Studies course at the local college. 
 a. entering               b. applying                c. enrolling                    d. beginning 
971. Pupils don't have to pay for their books. The school……….them. 
 a. pays                b. provides                 c. takes                d. affords 
972. Although the medicine made my headache better, it had some …on my stomach. 
 a. side effects b.stomach aches c.spokes d.treatment 
973. ……… the cost of meat is very high, but if we all eat less meat, prices will drop   
 a.Luckily b.Currently c.Completely d.Probably 
974. Tomorrow morning I'm …………..to Tanta.  
 a.travelling b.travel c.will travel d.travelled 
975. We... probably have ice cream for dessert since it's so hot today 
 a.going to b.will c.are d.won ' t 
976. We have one litre of milk………… enough. 
 a.That are b.These are c.Those are d.That 's 
977. In our class we had a big ………. About whether women should be judges or not. 
 a.debate b.team c.suspect d.match 
978. The police ……….. trying to solve the mystery of stolen Van Gogh painting. 
 a.are b.is c.will d.can 
979. The people on the bus…. afraid when the bus suddenly stopped 
 a.was b.are c.were d.is 
980. Not all twins look exactly……….. 
 a.apart b.alike c.different d.same 
981. One of the ……on my bike wheel broke. I need to fix it. 
 a.distances b.secrets c.leaks d.spokes 
982. There is a ……….in this pipe. That's why there's water all over the place. 
 a.spoke b.leak c.system d.waste 
983. Wind turbines along the Red Sea ….large amounts of electricity 
 a.generate b.is generated c.are generated d.generating 
984. …………… can we use wind to generate electricity? 
 a.How b.How much c.What d.How many 
985. Below the earth's surface rocks are in liquid form.They are …… 
 a.water b.cold c.molten d.hard 
986. When ………….split, nuclear power is produced. 
 a.plants b.atoms c.turbines d.fossils 
987. Wood………to heat some people'homes. 
 a. are burnt b.is burnt c. burned d.burning 
988. After hitting her head in an accident, Salwa couldn’t remember anything. Doctors say she 

has..................... 
 a. influenza b. amnesia c. diabetes              d. fever 
989. It is believed that Cleopatra died from the .................of a snake. 
 a. poison  b. perfume  c. crime d. murder 
990. Everybody communicates by e-mail now. Paper mail has become…………….. 
 a. modern b. old-fashioned c. fashionable d. routine  
991. Trees absorb water from the ground through their ..................... 
 a. bark b. fruits c. roots d. leaves 
992. There was a mouse in the house, so Dad set up a ..................... 
 a. criminal b. murder    c.  mousetrap d. poison 
993. All suspects should be treated as .........................people until we know for sure that they 

have committed a crime.  
 a. shy b. innocent c. dead d. dangerous 
994. A Border Passage .........................by Leila Ahmed. 
 a. written      b. wrote   c. was written  d. write 
995. Salma .............tennis every week since she was five years old.  
 a. is playing b. has been playing c. plays   d. was playing 
996. .........Hossam had an injury in his left leg, he finished the match.  
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 a. So  b. When                c. Because d. Although 
997. If a plant does not get any water, it .........................  
 a. dies b. would be dead c. would die                d. dead 
998. If you don’t stop listening to that loud music, your headache …………...worse. 
 a. got             b. will get                c. would get                   d. gets 
999. There is a big ...................where engineers are building the new metro line. 
 a. routine b. invasion c. excavation d. district 
1000 Please .........................the file to your e-mail and send it quickly. 
 a. attach b. establish         c. connect d. enclose 
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4- Find the mistakes in each of the following sentences, then write  
1. It's a really good film. I'm sure you enjoy it.  (….…………)  
2. I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.  (….…………)  
3. I've decided that I am doing more exercise in future.  (….…………)  
4. Countries spend a lot of money on space invention  (….…………)  
5. The force that makes objects fall to the ground is magnetism. (….…………)  
6. I spend next week in Alex. I've arranged (….…………)  
7. My plane is arriving at ten-tomorrow morning.            (….…………)  
8. Next year, I am going to be 50. (….…………)  
9. A space job can take several years  (….…………)  

10. They celebrated their twentieth wedding universally yesterday  (….…………)  
11. Sorry, I can’t come because I played tennis with Yehia tomorrow. (….…………)  
12. You mustn't tell anyone. It's a sacred.  (….…………)  
13. They will train hard for the next match. They have strong intention. (….…………)  
14. Attraction is what makes objects fall to the ground. (….…………)  
15. As soon as the lecture has finished, we are leaving. (….…………)  
16. The distant between my home and the school is a ten-minute walk. (….…………)  
17. She's going meet her sister in town.  (….…………)  
18. The more rain there is in a year, the more wide the tree rings are.  (….…………)  
19. The police is going to get new uniforms. (….…………)  
20. They did the right to know about this crucial issue.  (….…………)  
21. My pair of glasses were lost yesterday. (….…………)  
22. Fifty litres of petrol fill my car.  (….…………)  
23.  Fifty degrees are a very high temperature.  (….…………)  
24. Athletics were my father’s favourite sport.  (….…………)  
25. We have some cake, but we don’t have many coffee. (….…………)  
26. Lots of people wants to spend their summer at the beach.  (….…………)  
27. Economics were my best subject last year.  (….…………)  
28. Lots of people stood in the street to watch the Queen's profession  (….…………)  
29. How many food factory are there in Atbara?   (….…………)  
30. How many luggage have you got? (….…………)  
31. Five litres of petrol are enough for me to get to work (….…………)  
32. My five-year-old sister will start a school in September (….…………)  
33. Thirty kilometres are a long way to walk in hot weather (….…………)  
34. How many time do I need to drive to the city centre?   (….…………)  
35.  The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon (….…………)  
36. They are identical twins. They are like. (….…………)  
37. Energy from the sun is unexpensive.  (….…………)  
38. The steam from the hot water pipes to a power station. (….…………)  
39. The High Dam offers Egypt with electricity.  (….…………)  
40. Electricity is producing from the water pipes to a power station.   (….…………)  
41. Underground water is heating to turn it into steam. (….…………)  
41. Peace knows to be constructive. (….…………)  
43. People can waste lots of money by using the underground. (….…………)  
44. Splitting of cells produces nuclear power. (….…………)  
45. Manufactures reinvent paper, rather than throw it away. (….…………)  
46. Oil and gas are find under the ground. (….…………)  
47. Water is pump to the surface from underground lakes. (….…………)  
48. Coal is a renewable source of energy. (….…………)  
49. If you can't swallow up these spills, solve them in water. (….…………)  
50. Sunlight reaches the solar panels and is produces electricity. (….…………)  
51. Heat and light comes from the sun. (….…………)  
52. Nuclear power stations produce dangerous waist. (….…………)  
53. Steam from geothermal energy has been pipe through towns. (….…………)  
54. Cans and tins can recycle and used again and again   (….…………)  
55. She's going meet her sister in town.  (….…………)  
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56. I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.  (….…………)  
57. How many time do I need to drive to the city centre?  (….…………)  
58. Oil and gas are find under the ground.  (….…………)  
59. Water is the solid form of ice.  (….…………)  
60. The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon. (….…………)  
61. I need to get fit, so I've made a decision. I do more exercise. (….…………)  
62. If you heat water, it melts. (….…………)  
63. I've decided that I am doing more exercise in the future.  (….…………)  
64. It's a really good film. I'm sure you enjoy it. (….…………)  
65. Thirty kilometres are a long way to walk in hot weather (….…………)  
66.  Millions of cars produce by Japanese companies every year (….…………)  
67.  In many countries, children take the right to go to school at the age of 16. (….…………)  
68. Electricity is produced in energy stations.  (….…………)  
69. Statistics were my favourite subject at school. (….…………)  
70. Travelers to the moon feel waitless because there is no gravity in space. (….…………)  
71. Coal is a renewable source of energy. (….…………)  
72. Water is pump to the surface from underground lakes. (….…………)  
73. Energy from the sun is unexpensive. (….…………)  
74. Sunlight reaches the solar panels and is produces electricity.  (….…………)  
75. The underground discipline in Egypt is one of the modern ones in the world. (….…………)  
76. What's the problem to this machinery (….…………)  
77. I’m going to be 18 next October. (….…………)  
78. They will train hard for the next match. They have strong intention (….…………)  
79. I have you gained many information from this novel? (….…………)  
80. Five liters of petrol don’t fill up his car’s tank (….…………)  
81. Cans and tins can recycle and used again and again   (….…………)  
82. All the teachers here are well qualifying (….…………)  
83. RassendyII decided to go to Ruritania to attend his cousins collocation (….…………)  
84. Ask Sawsan because I think she probably knew the answer. (….…………)  
85. My flight tomorrow will be at 9.58 am. (….…………)  
86. I haven’t many patience with this sort of thing, but Sawsan has. (….…………)  
87. Lots of people wants to spend their summer at the beach. (….…………)  
88. Gymnastics suit me more than playing tennis (….…………)  
89. The blades are drive by the wind. (….…………)  
90. The party was enjoy by all. (….…………)  
91. It seems that smoking has had very bad affects on him. (….…………)  
92. Everyone are pleased with the party. (….…………)  
93. Tall towers build in open places to produce electricity. (….…………)  
94. After electricity is made in wind turbines, it sends to peoples home. (….…………)  
95. My father works in clothes factory. (….…………)  
96. Children in England used to study classic at schools. (….…………)  
97. The blades are drive by the wind. (….…………)  
98. She' ll leave the office as soon as she 'll finish her work (….…………)  
99. Before he become a writer, he had worked as a lawyer. (….…………)  

100. My father loves his job. He worked for the same company for 20 years.  (….…………)  
101. When I was younger, I use to want to be a pilot. (….…………)  
102. During the electrician was climbing up the ladder, he fell off (….…………)  
103. Travelling by plane sometimes makes me a headache. (….…………)  
104. Most of her novels were done into films. (….…………)  
105. I want to be a law one day, so I can protect the rights of innocent people (….…………)  
106. This house was built since 1970.  (….…………)  
107. The final match saw by millions of fans all over the world. (….…………)  
108. How in earth is it possible to irrigate the desert? (….…………)  
109. We moved to this house two years ago, we lived here for exactly two years. (….…………)  
110. No sooner Jana had arrived at the station; we drove her to the hotel. (….…………)  
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111. Haqqi was born in 1905 in the Sayyida Zeinab distract of Cairo. (….…………)  
112. This novel was writing by Yehia Haqqi.  (….…………)  
113.   His novels were made of films  (….…………)  
114. While Toka was waiting for the bus, it starts to rain.  (….…………)  
115. Before he took the medicine, he feels very ill (….…………)  
116. Soha, who is now in university, had written poetry since primary school. (….…………)  
117. Tommy Beresford and his wife were two secret agencies. (….…………)  
118. My parents use to live in a small flat in the city centre. (….…………)  
119. Archaeologist find valuable treasures during there excavation. (….…………)  
120. Our school was opening exactly25 years ago today. (….…………)  
121. Ra'fat el-Haggan and goma el-Shawwan were very famous Egyptian kings. (….…………)  
122. Human know to love money and fear poverty. (….…………)  
123. Man's invention of space was a remarkable success about fifty years ago. (….…………)  
124. Before he become a writer, he had worked as a lawyer. (….…………)  
125. Before I entered the university, I had to show my credit card. (….…………)  
126. Agatha Christie's first novel has written in1920. (….…………)  
127. The winners feel ashamed when they receive medals. (….…………)  
128. English and Arabic speaks in most tourist offices. (….…………)  
129. A criminal tries to investigate and find clues to solve crimes. (….…………)  
130. Peace knows to be constructive. (….…………)  
131. A transistor is a piece of equipment that sends out radio signals. (….…………)  
132. He sends to prison for his crime. (….…………)  
133. Once my child was stinging by a scorpion, a doctor was called. (….…………)  
134. The prisoner of Zenda was wrote by Anthony hope. (….…………)  
135. The more rain there is in a year, the more wide the tree rings are. (….…………)  
136. If you put a long bar of steel in water, will it sink? (….…………)  
137. Covers of books are usually made of sap. (….…………)  
138. If you heat water, it melts. (….…………)  
139. if you leave now. You catch your train. (….…………)  
140. If you throw that stone, you break a window. (….…………)  
141. Food in tress is carried by a liquid called snap. (….…………)  
142. If you will mix red and white, you get pink. (….…………)  
143. We use turpentine to move paint. (….…………)  
144. If there is the sandstorm tonight, we wouldn’t go out for a walk. (….…………)  
145. I will tell you if I saw anything unusual. (….…………)  
146. Today, paper, plastic and glass can all be reinvented. (….…………)  
147. Trees protect us from growing warming. (….…………)  
148. If it rains, We got wet. (….…………)  
149. The length of a ring in a tree depends on the climate. (….…………)  
150. If you heat ice, it freezes. (….…………)  
151. If your brother will need money, you should lend him. (….…………)  
152. People cut away millions of trees to make paper (….…………)  
153. We moved to this house two years ago today, so we lived here for exactly two years. (….…………)  
154. Sylvia is on a low-fat diet because recently she's lost a lot of weight. (….…………)  
155. My father loves his job. He worked for the same company for 5 years.  (….…………)  
156. When I was younger, I use to want to be a pilot. (….…………)  
157. If you kick the ball too hard, you break that window. (….…………)  
158. The Mousetrap written by Agatha Christie. (….…………)  
159. Travelling by plane sometimes makes me a headache. (….…………)  
160. The street where I live is only three metres width. (….…………)  
161. I want to be a law one day, so I can protect the rights of innocent people (….…………)  
162. Archaeologists find valuable treasures during there excavations (….…………)  
163. Whose the suspect for the murder of John Doe? (….…………)  
164. Tommy Beresford and his wife were two secret agencies (….…………)  
165. The more rain there is in a year, the more wide the tree rings are. (….…………)  
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166.  Covers of books are usually made of sap.  (….…………)  
167. Did you used to get up early?  (….…………)  
168. I need to go to the university to buy some medicine. (….…………)  
169. You should reinvent paper, rather than throw it away. (….…………)  
170. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring. (….…………)  
171. Yesterday, my brother giving me a new soccer ball for my birthday.  (….…………)  
172. Soha, who is now in university, had written poetry since primary school. (….…………)  
173 Eventually, you will had to give up your playful ways and get to work. (….…………)  
174. This novel was writing by Yehia Haqqi.  (….…………)  
175. While Toka was waiting for the bus, it starts to rain.  (….…………)  
176. Before he took the medicine, he feels very ill (….…………)  
177. Hamlet is a classic that was wrote by William Shakespeare.  (….…………)  
178. The reason for his disease is not knew.  (….…………)  
179. Musa was wrongly called a crime when he punched the man. (….…………)  
180. We looked at a lot of houses, but we couldn’t identity the one we saw. (….…………)  
181. During the electrician was climbing up the ladder, he fell off.  (….…………)  
182. Most of her novels were done into films. (….…………)  
183. This house was built since 1970. (….…………)  
184. The final match saw by millions of fans all over the world (….…………)  
185. How did the lawyer manage to prove George’s innocent? (….…………)  
186. If you can’t swallow up these pills, solve them in water. (….…………)  
187. Jana plays the piano and three other musical tools.  (….…………)  
188. If the climate is rainy, the rings on a tree grew faster. (….…………)  
189. If we cut down the trees, the oxygen level is decrease.  (….…………)  
190. Turpentine is making from the sap of certain trees. (….…………)  
191. Rubber coming from the sap of rubber trees.  (….…………)  
192. If you shower twice a day, you uses a lot of water. (….…………)  
193. When Samia painting, she uses turpentine to thin the paint. (….…………)  
194. Because we have use so much plastic, we require a lot of fossil fuels (….…………)  
195. The winners fell ashamed when they receive medals. (….…………)  
196. Abu simbel is a temple which is cared into a cliff. (….…………)  
197. If you want to ask the question, you should rise your hand. (….…………)  
198. He might have ring me early this morning. (….…………)  
199. He can’t have left his key because he can’t get into the car. (….…………)  
200. Samy can’t be at work this morning. I didn’t see him. (….…………)  
201. A moment is a large structure that is built to remind us of an important event. (….…………)  
202. Let's try to find them.they can't have went very far. (….…………)  
203. The sphinx is departed near the pyramids of Giza. (….…………)  
204. He's been in the lab for 10 minutes. He must have finished his experiment. (….…………)  
205. The long of the Cairo underground line is 44 kilometers.  (….…………)  
206. Ahmed has a very good job so he can't have a lot of money. (….…………)  
207. At night, bright lights always illustrate the front of the palace. (….…………)  
208. The front door was locked. The criminal must have got through it. (….…………)  
209. People can waste lots of money by using the underground. (….…………)  
210. The boy was fast asleep. He can't have been tired. (….…………)  
211. The statue was risen 40 metres up a concrete base. (….…………)  
212. Abu Simbel must been difficult to move here because they're massive (….…………)  
213. Teacher and supervisors belong to the teaching confession.  (….…………)  
214. She started making experiments by herself.  (….…………)  
215. Greenmail is the act of forcing a person to pay money under threat.  (….…………)  
216. He wanted to know how would I feel about working in Luxor.  (….…………)  
217. He asked me if I had saw his newspaper.  (….…………)  
218. He asked me where had I put the bag the day before. (….…………)  
219. I have decided to leave Cairo permanent and I am not coming back.  (….…………)  
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220. He asked me if I saw his newspaper the previous day.  (….…………)  
221. Mr Al Daifi has had a serious illness and he needs time to regenerate.  (….…………)  
222. Toka asked him the teacher was in school.  (….…………)  
223. I asked my mother whether had she seen my English book. (….…………)  
224. Scientists agree that it’s difficult to change our humane nature.  (….…………)  
225. It is impolite to walk into an office before you nock on the door.  (….…………)  
226. He told that it was a busy day. (….…………)  
227. I told the professor I didn't attend the following lecture. (….…………)  
228. The teacher thanked to the headmaster about some bad students.  (….…………)  
229. I read an interesting photography written about the writer of this story.  (….…………)  
230. He says that he was taking his brother to the airport. (….…………)  
231. The unusual weather causes drought in some places and foods in others.  (….…………)  
232. If she had information about Hany’s situation, she helped him.  (….…………)  
233. There was a thunderstorm and lighting struck some trees.  (….…………)  
234. If the film hadn’t been funny ,I wouldn’t laugh  (….…………)  
235. Most of ultraviolet rays are soaked in the atmosphere. (….…………)  
236. The accident wouldn’t happen if he hadn’t been using his phone. (….…………)  
237. When there is heavy rain, the earth cannot disturb all water. (….…………)  
238. If you go to Sharm El sheikh, you spend a wonderful holiday. (….…………)  
239. Italy is in south Europe. (….…………)  
240. If she trains hard, she wins next week's race. (….…………)  
241. When there is a clips of the sun, everything goes dark. (….…………)  
242. If I found any money at school, I will take it to the teacher. (….…………)  
243. If you will mix red and white, you get pink.  (….…………)  
244. Alexandria is in the northern of Egypt.  (….…………)  
245. Metal floats if it puts in water.  (….…………)  
246. It has not rained here for five months. It is the longest draught  (….…………)  
247. Hurry up! If we don't hurry, we'd be late (….…………)  
248. The river floated and killed thousands of people.  (….…………)  
249. The accident wouldn't happen if he hadn't been using his mobile phone. (….…………)  
250. He asked me if saw his newspaper. (….…………)  
251. If you throw that stone, you break a window. (….…………)  
252. If she trains hard, she wins next week’s race. (….…………)  
253. If you’ll mix red and white, you get pink. (….…………)  
254. He played the piano since the age of six and she still plays every day. (….…………)  
255. I’m not sure how well I did in the test today, but I think I might pass. (….…………)  
256. You can’t have been very thirsty. There’s no juice left in the bottle. (….…………)  
257. I asked him where had he been all morning. (….…………)  
258. If it had been too hot, we wouldn’t go to the beach. (….…………)  
259. What about go shopping this afternoon? (….…………)  
260. How in earth is it possible to irrigate the desert? (….…………)  
261. The statue of Ramses is a very important Ancient Egyptian magnet. (….…………)  
262. If you leave now, you catch your train.  (….…………)  
263. Water will freeze if the temperature is zero or below. (….…………)  
264. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring.  (….…………)  
265. She asked her friend weather she had finished her homework. (….…………)  
266. When Wagdy was five years old, he was sting by a scorpion. (….…………)  
267. I need to go to the university to buy some medicine.  (….…………)  
268. If you hadn’t stopped that day, I would never met you.  (….…………)  
269. I asked him what was he doing at nine o’clock thatnight. (….…………)  
270. Leila can’t have answered the phone because it has stopped ringing. (….…………)  
271. I asked her how long she had be waiting. (….…………)  
272. If you attend the conference, you should pay attention to you appear. (….…………)  
273. If it had rained more, we not have had a drought. (….…………)  
274. The boss wanted to know if I am still typing the letters. (….…………)  
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275. If I get sick, I would not go to school (….…………)  
276. On Tuesday Ali said he will not have enough money.  (….…………)  
277. I promised meet him as soon as the holiday begins. (….…………)  
278. If the moon goes between the earth and the sun, there is an eclipsed. (….…………)  
279. Jana told me that bring her some sweets with me. (….…………)  
280. If Hisham had walked all the way, he would been there by now.  (….…………)  
281. He decided to go aboard and look for a suitable job. (….…………)  
282. If Toka had be a better speller, she would have won first place (….…………)  
283. An eclipse is a strange natural phenomena. (….…………)  
284. When Toka finished her homework, she usually reads a book.  (….…………)  
285. Father asked mother when would dinner be ready (….…………)  
286. Dr. Jekyll started doing experience on himself. (….…………)  
287. They wouldn’t have caught the bus unless they ran fast. (….…………)  
288. The Nile used to blood its valley before the High Dam was built.   (….…………)  
289. Unfortunately, he couldn’t improve his innocence and went to jail. (….…………)  
290. A conductor is a person who travels long distance to work regularly.  (….…………)  
291. If it weren’t for his father's efforts, he wouldn’t have got the job. (….…………)  
292. I wish I can read more quickly.  (….…………)  
293. The boy was hiding behind a tree and thought he was visible.  (….…………)  
294. I wish I had been kissing my mother’s hand before she died.  (….…………)  
295. The doctor advised my aunt not to eat sweets as she is chronic.  (….…………)  
296. I wish I haven’t married him. He’s unbearable. (….…………)  
297. Huda is on a low-fat diet because she has lost a lot of weight. (….…………)  
298. Please water the plants regular while I’m gone.  (….…………)  
299. Now I recognize I was mistaken. (….…………)  
300. If only I bought that bag last month. It's unavailable now. (….…………)  
301. The president will attend the ceremony. I wish I can meet him. (….…………)  
302. During this operation, oxygen and sugar are produced.  (….…………)  
303. You should to buy 'The Best" series.  (….…………)  
304. By hard work, you can believe your ambitions.  (….…………)  
305. If only I can attend tomorrow's festival that would be great (….…………)  
306. Leila wishes she had went with us to the lecture. (….…………)  
307. The company holds burglar meetings with employees.  (….…………)  
308. When the earth moves, it causes earthquakes, this is a natural amount.  (….…………)  
309. I wish I can paint better. (….…………)  
310. Alfred farag is a famous Egyptian playwrite.  (….…………)  
311. After had left the airport, he took a taxi to the hotel.  (….…………)  
312. The job of accountants is to help people with their fiancées.  (….…………)  
313. Jana admitted she has finished the chocolate before mother came home.  (….…………)  
314. After the criminal was arrested, he was sent to prison for death. (….…………)  
315. Edmond could escape on prison. (….…………)  
316. She was exhausted as she has been running for long. (….…………)  
317. Before having dinner with her, I picks up a gift for my fiancée. (….…………)  
318. I'm looking forward to meet you soon. (….…………)  
319. Sherif never heard of her before he met her. (….…………)  
320. Having had eaten, Samah went to bed. (….…………)  
321. This is not the point to which Toka objective. (….…………)  
322. He's a famous playwrite whose plays have been performed.  (….…………)  
323. I haven't thought of that before Ahmed mentioned it (….…………)  
324. After the meeting, we returning to our offices to finish ourwork. (….…………)  
325. When his parents died, the boy felt alone.  (….…………)  
326. They had sailed for a month before they reached a port. (….…………)  
327. After we had had dinner, we have eaten chocolate cake. (….…………)  
328. Aya hopes winning a prize for his latest short stories collection.  (….…………)  
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329. A precision moved slowly towards the king’s palace. (….…………)  
330. Before you go to London, you should practice to speak English. (….…………)  
331. A trademark, such as a famous building, helps recognize where you are. (….…………)  
332. My sister always enjoys to read adventure stories. (….…………)  
333. The statue of Ramses II is a very important ancient Egyptian magnet. (….…………)  
334. Musicians practise play their instruments for many hours a day.  (….…………)  
335. Whose responsible is it to make sure sailors arrive safely after the voyage?  (….…………)  
336. If you work hard, you will achieving great results.  (….…………)  
337. The Eiffel tower in Paris is considered the most famous landfill there.  (….…………)  
338. Does Toka want come to the mall with us? (….…………)  
339. A celebration is a person who is known to a lot of people. (….…………)  
340. Lots of people stood in the street to watch the queen’s profession.  (….…………)  
341. Remember switched off the lights when you go out, please.  (….…………)  
342. The sphinx is a modern Egyptian monument.  (….…………)  
343. Mother offered taking Suzy home with us, but she refused.  (….…………)  
344. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring. (….…………)  
345. Marwa recommended to read the book Al Daifi's life. (….…………)  
346. Have we got a bread so I can make some sandwiches.  (….…………)  
347. Soha shouldn't eat too many sweets because she is chronic. (….…………)  
348. I asked my mother whether had she seen my English book. (….…………)  
349. Sylvia is on a low-fat diet because recently she's lost a lot of weight. (….…………)  
350. She has always enjoyed to go to the theatre. (….…………)  
351.  Alfred Farag is a famous Egyptian playwrite.  (….…………)  
352. I wish I can read more quickly. (….…………)  
353. I need to go to the university to buy some medicine. (….…………)  
354.  A civil servant is someone who works for the army.  (….…………)  
355. It was midnight by the time he has finished his homework last night.  (….…………)  
356. She is very hungry when the rescue team found her. She had eaten nothing for 

nearly three days. 
(….…………)  

357. If only they write more quickly. (….…………)  
358. I wish there is something I could do to keep fit. (….…………)  
359. She has decided studying medicine when she goes to university. (….…………)  
360. My sister suggested to go to the zoo at the weekend.  (….…………)  
361. Please water the plants regular while I’m gone. (….…………)  
362. My new computer has a much bigger screene. (….…………)  
363. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring. (….…………)  
364. The person who's job is to clean the school is not here today.  (….…………)  
365. When Umm Kalthoum died, thousands of people attended her wedding. (….…………)  
366. You should reinvent paper, rather than throw it away. (….…………)  
367. .If you work hard, you will achieving great results. (….…………)  
368. I wish I had been kissing my mother’s hand every day before she died. (….…………)  
369. My brother agreed lending me his MP4. (….…………)  
370. The victime was found dead on the floor of the bank. (….…………)  
371. The Sphinx is a modern Egyptian monument. (….…………)  
372. She asked me where was I living now. (….…………)  
373. Mustafa can't spend all his life to study. (….…………)  
374. I'm looking forward to meet you soon. (….…………)  
375. Please stop to make so much noise. The baby is asleep. (….…………)  
376. By hard work, you can believe your ambitions.  (….…………)  
377. You should always say the truth.  (….…………)  
378. Won't you stop making on such false stories? (….…………)  
379. If only I can attend tomorrow's festival that would be great (….…………)  
380. After had left the airport, he took a taxi to the hotel.  (….…………)  
381. I regret telling you your camera has been broken. (….…………)  
382. We’ve just finished to watch a TV programme about Egyptian history. (….…………)  
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383. He hopes winning a prize for his school work to win. (….…………)  
384. We’ve arranged picking my brother up from the airport. (….…………)  
385. I regret to go to the cinema. It was not a very good film. (….…………)  
386. Their teacher agreed helping them find an English pen friend. (….…………)  
387. She offered taking me to the station in her car. (….…………)  
388. You can't be tired after all your hard work. (….…………)  
389. The tourists visit to Abu simbel temple was really impressed.  (….…………)  
390. That’s the boy which dog bit me last Friday.  (….…………)  
391. Pollution has a fatal effective on our health.  (….…………)  
392. The footballer whose scored the third goals is called ahmed.  (….…………)  
393. Plants need good soil to grow successful. (….…………)  
394. The foreigners, who stay ended, must leave our country. (….…………)  
395. Our flat, where is in the fifth floor, overlooks the Nile.  (….…………)  
396. This novel is not suit for young children to read. (….…………)  
397. Shakespeare ,who plays are well known worldwide, is a great playwright  (….…………)  
398. Parents play an important reel in their child's learning. (….…………)  
399. This is the place which I dropped my purse. (….…………)  
400. Applicants must have a degrade in Engineering. (….…………)  
401. Whose is the suspect for the murder of Johan doe?  (….…………)  
402. Where's the laptop whom you bought last Monday?  (….…………)  
403. The person who’s job is to clean the school is not here today. (….…………)  
404. Dr Aisha wrote on the newspaper AI-Ahram. (….…………)  
405. Yasser argues at better salaries for teachers. (….…………)  
406. He made a flight by himself. This means he made a soloist flight (….…………)  
407. The film was so bored that I feel asleep.  (….…………)  
408. She phoned me but she wanted to know where we can meet. (….…………)  
409. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring.  (….…………)  
410. Despite we ran fast, we missed the train.  (….…………)  
411. When Nasser died, thousands of people attended his funnel. (….…………)  
412. Despite grandfather is72, he is still working. (….…………)  
413. Squash is an excited sport.  (….…………)  
414. Despite she is clever; Mona failed in the final exam.  (….…………)  
415. In Ireland, Bob O’Brien is a very influence businessman.  (….…………)  
416. Although the doctor’s skill, he couldn’t save the patients life.  (….…………)  
417. Bigger boys sometimes bull the smaller boys at school. (….…………)  
418. Although her law grades, ghada did well on her project and passed. (….…………)  
419. Although not knowing much Chinese, Toka managed to communicate with 

the Chinese people.  
(….…………)  

420. Poor thought he is, he is happy. (….…………)  
421. Although arriving at school late, he was punished.  (….…………)  
422. He is a retired bank manager and lives a professional life.  (….…………)  
423. Despite swimming is useful, I don’t practice it (….…………)  
424. There was traffic jam, while we decided to take another road.  (….…………)  
425. Manufacturers reinvent paper, rather than throw it away. (….…………)  
426. By 2016, I will be in my current profession for over40 years. (….…………)  
427. Some people believe that in the future, water will use as a fuel for cars. (….…………)  
428. By2020, eco-friendly cars run on water and sunshine. (….…………)  
429. Today, paper, plastic and glass can all be replaced to be used again. (….…………)  
430. The game will delayed if it rains this evening. (….…………)  
431. Wood is bleached during the operation of making paper.  (….…………)  
432. I think most of mums cake will be ate because it’s so delicious!  (….…………)  
433. By the time Dad gets home, the children 'Will have being fed. (….…………)  
434. All the police cars will have been wash by noon today. (….…………)  
435. By 2016, the bridge will has been completed. (….…………)  
436. By tomorrow, the book will has been bought by 30,000 people. (….…………)  
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437. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring. (….…………)  
438. The person who's job is to clean the school is not here today.  (….…………)  
439. When Umm Kalthoum died, thousands of people attended her wedding. (….…………)  
440. You should reinvent paper, rather than throw it away. (….…………)  
441. Some people believe that in the future, water will use as a fuel for cars. (….…………)  
442.  Despite he is 68, my grandfather is still working.  (….…………)  
443. Queen Victoria, who husband Albert died in 1861, lived until 1901. (….…………)  
444. The town which I was born is in the northeast of the country. (….…………)  
445. Mustafa was happy despite he came third in the race (….…………)  
446. On hear the good news, Eman phoned her parents. (….…………)  
447. We won’t be tell the results of the test until the day after tomorrow. (….…………)  
448. Scientists believe that by 2020, a replacement for oil will have found.  (….…………)  
449. Although not knowing much Chinese, Eman managed to communicate with 

the Chinese people. 
(….…………)  

450. In Ireland, Bob O’Brien is a very influence businessman.  (….…………)  
451. My new computer has a much bigger screene (….…………)  
452. I think most of Mum’s cake will be ate because it’s so delicious! (….…………)  
453. This is the place which I dropped my purse. (….…………)  
454. Bigger boys sometimes bull the smaller boys at school.  (….…………)  
455. Dr Aisha wrote on the newspaper AI-Ahram. (….…………)  
456. Cleopatra, whom was very beautiful, was the last pharaoh of Egypt. (….…………)  
457. Despite having very different personalities, they get off well. (….…………)  
458. I love the girl who eyes are green.    (….…………)  
459. Watch on! There’s a car coming. (….…………)  
460. He is a retired bank manager and lives a professional life. (….…………)  
461. My sister went to London University, what she studied history. (….…………)  
462. Even though being blind, he won the race.   (….…………)  
463 I didn’t pay him because having no money. (….…………)  
464. We have a garden where we plant some flowers in.     (….…………)  
465. Although having problems, Kareem helped a lot of people. (….…………)  
466. After I went to sleep last night, I read my book. (….…………)  
467. Besides cooked for 20 people, she did all the washing up. (….…………)  
468. Wood is bleached to become green. (….…………)  
469. The traffic jam was ten kilometres long, while we decided to take another road. (….…………)  
470. Because they played very well, they lost the match. (….…………)  
471. Dr. Abd Allah , who clinic is down the street, is a cancer specialist. (….…………)  
472. He succeeded despite he was lazy.    (….…………)  
473. She has a very sweet voice, so she doesn’t want to be a singer.  (….…………)  
474. Credit cards will use instead of cash.    (….…………)  
475. On left school, he went to Oxford University, where he studied history. (….…………)  
476. In the future, some cities will be building under the sea. (….…………)  
477. all our banking will be do on mobile phones.    (….…………)  
478. My son is not enthusiastic on his job. (….…………)  
479. He is fast in English. He speaks it without stopping or making mistakes. (….…………)  
480. Salwa wanted to know where did I buy such a nice skirt. (….…………)  
481. I went to the university to buy some medicine. (….…………)  
482. She wanted to know why had he been angry the day before. (….…………)  
483. Amr works in a neighbourly day-care centre. (….…………)  
484. Hany and his brother wanted to know if we play squash yesterday. (….…………)  
485.  He wanted to know when did I join that team. (….…………)  
486. She asked me if water boiled at 100c. (….…………)  
487. She wondered how the thief can enter the house thought the doors were looked.  (….…………)  
488. After a year in France, she was affluent in French. (….…………)  
489. Do you have any experiment of working with kids؟ (….…………)  
490. Why are you applying to a new job? (….…………)  
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491. A civil servant is someone who works for the army. (….…………)  
492. What do you expect them to doing in this critical situation? (….…………)  
493. Celebrations are people who are known to a lot of people. (….…………)  
494. My parents have invited one of my friends stay for the weekend. (….…………)  
495. I couldn’t persuade him stop smoking. (….…………)  
496. She advised me going to the doctor. (….…………)  
497. A trainer is a person who is taught skills. (….…………)  
498. Primitive people used to live in cages instead of houses. (….…………)  
499. They're not identical, just familiar to each other.  (….…………)  
500. Pears are used to make jewellery. (….…………)  
501. He taught me swim long distances. (….…………)  
502. He was forced leave the village after the scandal. (….…………)  
503. We’re in a hurry. We needn’t take a taxi. (….…………)  
504. In an idea world, there would be no poverty or injustice. (….…………)  
505. You don’t have to drink this milk. It's sour.        (….…………)  
506. There's a "No smoking" sign. You needn’t smoke here. (….…………)  
507. A ripe student is a university student who is older than 25. (….…………)  
508. I rolled on a computer course last week. (….…………)  
509. A company in my town closed, leaving 50 people employed.  (….…………)  
510. He did up his mind to marry Toka.  (….…………)  
511. I must go to the bank today. I have enough money.  (….…………)  
512. My uncle works in the sales apartment in a big company  (….…………)  
513. She's going meet her sister in town.  (….…………)  
514. I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.  (….…………)  
515. How many time do I need to drive to the city centre?  (….…………)  
516. Oil and gas are find under the ground.  (….…………)  
517. Water is the solid form of ice.  (….…………)  
518. The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon (….…………)  
519. I need to get fit, so I've made a decision. I do more exercise. (….…………)  
520. The Prisoner of Zenda was wrote by Anthony Hope. (….…………)  
521. we lived here for exactly two years. (….…………)  
522. Before I entered the university, I had to show my credit card (….…………)  
523. If you heat water, it melts. (….…………)  
524. Ra'fat EI-Haggan and Goma'a EI-Shawwan were very famous Egyptian kings. (….…………)  
524. Let's try to find them. They can't have went very far. (….…………)  
524. Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confession . (….…………)  
525. He asked me if saw his newspaper. (….…………)  
526. The statue of Ramses II is a very important Ancient Egyptian magnet. (….…………)  
527. People can waste lots of money by using the underground (….…………)  
528. The accident wouldn't happen if he hadn't been using his mobile phone.  (….…………)  
529. Have we got a bread so I can make some sandwiches.  (….…………)  
530. Soha shouldn't eat too many sweets because she is chronic. (….…………)  
531. I asked my mother whether had she seen my English book. (….…………)  
532. Sylvia is on a low-fat diet because recently she's lost a lot of weight. (….…………)  
533. She has always enjoyed to go to the theatre. (….…………)  
534. Alfred Farag is a famous Egyptian playwrite. (….…………)  
535. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring. (….…………)  
536. The person who's job is to clean the school is not here today.  (….…………)  
537. When Umm Kalthoum died, a lot of people attended her wedding (….…………)  
538. You should reinvent paper, rather than throw it away. (….…………)  
539. Some people believe that in the future, water will use as a fuel. (….…………)  
540.  Despite he is 68, my grandfather is still working.  (….…………)  
541. I wish I can read more quickly. (….…………)  
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542. She asked her friend weather she had finished her homework. (….…………)  
543. My parents have invited my friend stay for the weekend. (….…………)  
544. When Wagdy was five years old, he was sting by a scorpion. (….…………)  
545. I need to go to the university to buy some medicine. (….…………)  
546.  A civil servant is someone who works for the army.  (….…………)  
547. Statistics were my favourite subject at school. (….…………)  
548. Travelers to the moon feel waitless because there is no gravity in space. (….…………)  
549. Coal is a renewable source of energy. (….…………)  
550. Water is pump to the surface from underground lakes. (….…………)  
551. Energy from the sun is unexpensive. (….…………)  
552. Sunlight reaches the solar panels and is produces electricity.  (….…………)  
553. I want to be a law one day, so I can protect the rights of innocent people (….…………)  
554. Archaeologists find valuable treasures during there excavations (….…………)  
555. Whose the suspect for the murder of John Doe? (….…………)  
556. Tommy Beresford and his wife were two secret agencies (….…………)  
557. The more rain there is in a year, the more wide the tree rings are. (….…………)  
558.  Covers of books are usually made of sap.  (….…………)  
559.  Mr. Ali has had a serious illness and he needs time to regenerate. (….…………)  
560. Maryam asked him the teacher was in school. (….…………)  
561. He can’t have left his keys because he can’t get into the car. (….…………)  
562. I have decided to leave Cairo permanent and I am not coming back.  (….…………)  
563. It is impolite to walk into an office before you nock on the door. (….…………)  
564. Leila Ahmed wrote a long geography about her life in a book.           (….…………)  
565. If you work hard, you will achieving great results. (….…………)  
566. I wish I had been kissing my mother’s hand every day before she died. (….…………)  
567. My brother agreed lending me his MP4. (….…………)  
568. The victime was found dead on the floor of the bank. (….…………)  
569. The Sphinx is a modern Egyptian monument. (….…………)  
570. Please water the plants regular while I’m gone.  (….…………)  
571. Although not knowing much Chinese, Eman managed to communicate with the 

Chinese people. 
(….…………)  

572. In Ireland, Bob O’Brien is a very influence businessman. (….…………)  
573. My new computer has a much bigger screene (….…………)  
574. I think most of Mum’s cake will be ate because it’s so delicious! (….…………)  
575. This is the place which I dropped my purse. (….…………)  
576. Bigger boys sometimes bull the smaller boys at school.  (….…………)  
577. The thieves hid the money in a cliff under a hill.  (….…………)  
578. She asked me where was I living now (….…………)  
579. My sister learns languages easily and she is ideal in Spanish and French. (….…………)  
580. The captain ordered his men abandon the ship (….…………)  
581. It is difficult to study and have a full-time job, but I think it is worthy. (….…………)  
582. Mustafa can't spend all his life to study (….…………)  
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